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. ABSTRACT
This paper deals with improvement of the port efficiency 
through the training of middle managers of port operation 
departments in Iran.
As the paper mainly concerns Iran,the approach will be 
one that is suited to the conditions of the port 
authorities of Iran ;therefore the contents have been 
divided into seven chapters as follows;
Chapter One gives general introductiovi to Iran and also 
as port authorities other than their main functions are 
branches of the Ports cind Shipping Org^jnination (P . S . 01 
which acts as the maritime administration of the 
country,a very brief introduction has been given to the 
maritime industries of Iran.
Chapter Two ex pi coins' the importance of the seaports to 
the national economy,where as ports in all countries has 
been realized as vital industries for the existence of 
other indu,st ries , but thei r proer way of operation and 
management can have great influence on the national eco­
nomy or make a disaster of it.
Chapiter Three describes the ports and their functions eind 
roles within the transpiortation system, basic requii?e— 
ments, structure,types and ownership and consequences of 
changes in shippiing on them.
Chapter Four gives an overview of the Ports and Shipping 
Organization and its functions and the port authorities 
of Iran.
Civ)
Chapter Five explains the importance of management in the 
ports.
Chapter Six describes a module course presented for the 
middle managers of the port operation department of the 
port authorities of Iran.
Chapte^r Seven presents conclusions and recommendations 
for the further developments of the P.S.O and port autho­
rities of Iran.
F>REEI=-ACEE
Ports as terminals and intermediate points form very 
important links between land and sea transport.At the 
same time they may also carry out other governmental 
functions as being responsible for maritime administra­
tion even as port authorities.
Although merchant and navy officers have carried out 
managerial responsibilities at different levels at ports 
in both developed and developing countries, technological 
changes and development in maritime industries and ship­
ping have resulted in the need for specialized training 
and experience for the management of ports.
As a consequence of the above ,there has been the need, 
over the past fifteen years to organize and provide 
systematic training for all managerial levels at ports in 
developed as well as developing countries.However,there 
are still many developing countries where this approach 
is not utilized and others weria it is not even known and 
so many of the ports suffer from a lack of properly trai­
ned managers at all levels.
In most ports of the world navigators have been the pio­
neers in management,especially in the operational depart­
ments. In developing countries, however, where they werta 
unavailable due to the absence of adequate maritime trai­
ning institutions , economic and political resons , poirts 
have suffered from poor management and this has become 
more evident in the past two decades as technological 
changes in ports have continuously increased.
Ports also are places where the daily activities of all
(vi)
employees involve them with all operations including 
safety,efficient operations and the handling of cargo and 
profitabi1ity as all they may relate to the economy.
The main aim of this thesis is to offer recommendations 
to ports in Iran for the training of staff in ports, 
especially to m£<nagers who should be considered as the 
backbone of port operations.
In twelve years of‘personal eKperience at ports in Iran 
it has been concluded that problems are not only associa­
ted with the operating personnel but also in other areas 
all of which require analysis and the? provision of gene- 
i:al and technical training in port science and general 
knowledge»
Cvii:)
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•1 »1.1-Geographiciil features
(i) - Location and area
Iran also known as Persia or the Lemd of the Aryans,is 
situated in the Middle East in the Northern Hemisphere 
and surrounded by the Soviet Union and Caspian Sea to the 
North,the Persian Gulf and Oman Sea to the South,Iraq and 
Turkey to the West,and Afghanistan and Pakistan to the 
East»
The area of Iran is 1,648,195 sq.km, and it is'the 
sixteenth largest country in the world.lt is a mountai­
nous country and more than half of its vast area is cove­
red by mountains.The famous Damavand Mountain whose peak 
is covered by snow has a height of 5,671 meters and is 
situated adjacent to Tehran,the capital of the country.
(ii) - Climate
Iran's climate because of its naturail locatiovi is charac­
terized by wide variation in precipitation and tempera­
ture . Seasonal changes are abrupt with a short fall and 
spring.Prevai1ing winds bring adequate precipitation in 
the northwest along the Caspian Sea .Along the Persian 
Gulf and Caspian Sea oppressively high humidity accompa­
nies the heat.
Mainly in the mountainous regions the climate is 
semi-arid and in the desert regions it is dry .The ave­
rage rainfall all around the Caspian Sea coast is sig­
nificant , resulting in vast expanses of jungle and wood­
lands in that area,whereas the central and desert regions 
have a minimum amount of rainfall.The overall average
annual rainfall in the country stands at about 20-30 cen­
timeters . In many parts,miiinly in winter time, the North, 
West and Central areas receive a lot of snow..
(iv)-Seas and Lakess
The Caspian Sea which is situated to the north of 
Iran is the biggest lake in the world.All the northern 
part of this sea belongs to the U.B.S.R and the Southern 
areas which has more depth and more concentration of 
marine life is situated in the Islamic Republic of Iran 
and the best caviar in the world is got from here.Iran 
through the Volga River in the U.S.S.R,has sea links with 
the Black Sea and trades totally about 2 million tonnes 
annua11y.
The Persian Gulf to the south of the country with all 
its northern coasts belonging to Iran ’is another sea 
which connects the country to the international shipping 
lines and the main seaports and oil terminals of the 
country are situated along the coasts of this gulf.
Iran through the straits of Hormuz is connected to 
the Oman Sea and Indian Ocean,and the main seaports of 
Iran along these coasts are the ports of Chah Bahar and 
Jask .
The main navigable lake of the country other than 
Caspian Sea is the lake of Urumiyeh in the North-west of 
the country;others have less importance due to their 
improper location.The main navigable river of the country 
is Karun with 890 km;it originates from the central 
parts, in the South-west two branches fall into the Per­
sian Gulf and the Arvand rood (Shat al Arab) between Irc^n 
and Iraq.
•1.1 Nationa1 cha racte ristics
Ci)-People
Two-third of the Iranians are of Aryan origin from which 
the preserrb name of the country is derived and the major 
groups of this race are: Persiari, Gi lanie, Mazandarani , Kurds 
LurSjBakhtiyari and Baluchi.The other third of the popu­
lation is primarily Turkish,Arab,Armenian,Jewish and 
Assyrian.The population according to the 1986 census was 
about A7'million.
<ii)-Language and religion
The official language of Iravi is Farsi < Persian! wh ich is 
of Indo-European origin.Farsi is written in Arabic let- 
■bers avid numbers, but there are four extra letters known 
as P,CH,G and JU .
The majority of Iranians are Shia Moslems,but also 
there are Christian,Jewish and Zoroastrian as official 
religions in the country and their followers have repre- 
serrbatives in the Parliament.
(iii!-Constitution and Governmental system
The governmenbal system is an Islamic Republic after 
overthrowing of the Pahlavi dynasty in February, 1979.The 
Islamic constitution was approved by a national rejferen- 
dum in December 1979.It gives supreme authority to the 
religious leader of Islamic revolubion(Vali Faqilor his 
successor.Administration of the government is composed of 
the President who is popularly elected for a four-year 
term and he is the head of the executive force and 
appoints the prime minister subject to approval by the 
parliament.The highest governmental bodies of the country
are as follows;
1- Presidency
After the leader of the nation,the president is the 
highest official post of the country and in charge of 
executing the constitution of the country and laying 
the grounds for the relations between the three tiran— 
ches of the government.
2- The Council of Ministers(execution force)
The prime minister who is appointed by the president 
and is introduced to the Assembly to win the vote of 
the confidence is chairman of the cabinet and is res- 
p o n s i b 1 e f o r h i s cabinet m i n i s t e r s t o t h e A s s e m b 1 y. T h ca 
cabinet of the Islamic Republic of Iran consists of 
twenty six ministers.
'’^“The Assembly is composed of 270 representatives elected 
f o r f ou r-year te rms.
A-The Council of Guardian
They ensure that the rules of Parliament are in accor­
dance with Islamic law and with the Constitution.They 
a^lso supervise the elections whenever necessary.
5-The supreme Judicial council
This council consists of five persons;
(A) -Chief of Justice of the country.
(B) -Chief Prosecutor-General,and
5
(C)-Three other Judges and Jurisprudent Judges.
Civ)-Local governments
The country is divided into 24 provinces each with a 
capital city and under a Governor General and sub-divided 
into 195 towns under a Governor and thence 498 districts 
each under a Governor of a district.
As was mentioned earlier the capital of the country is 
the City of Tehran.Other main cities are;
Esfahan,Mash had,Tabriz,Shiras,Ahwaz,Rasht and Bakhtaran.
Cv)-Economic system
The economic system of the country is based on the public 
co-operative and private sectors. These economic s^ctivi— 
ties which hold strategic value and whose administration 
is best advisable to be handled by the government include 
all the heavy and basic industries,foreign trade,big 
mines , banki;, insurance, power , dams , big i r rig at ion canals, — 
radio and television,posts and telegraph and telephones 
air1ines,shipping,railways,arm industries,etc,
The ownership in three sectors is guaranteed and backed 
by the laws of the Islamic Republic as long as they are 
within the limits of the laws of Islam and result in the 
increase and advance of the country's economy.
(Vi)-1nd ust ry
Iran as a developing country and also as member of the 
OPEC with great oil and gas resources has a unique 
industrial situation among other similar countries.
There are heavy industries such as Esphjan Iron ore fac­
tory,Ahwaz Steel manufacturing plant,Mobarekeh great
6
wagon company,Hipco manufacturing companyCmanufactura 
heavy vehicles),two ship yards in southern ports and arm 
industries are the factories in this field.
Also Iran as an oil producing country is very advanced in 
oil products and petro-chemical industries,which arc-? 
assisted educationally by the Abadan oil faculty.
There i^re a few car manufacturing companies making auto­
mobiles; in many parts they are self sufficient.Industries 
such as textiles,carpets,plastics,furniture,sugar,tea,to­
bacco caviar,glass,cement,foodstuffs,electricity and 
electronics etc,also have made great progress towards 
selfsuf f iciency, partic:ularly after the Islamic revolution 
. Many kinds of products can cover the national neces­
sities .
C V i i) -Ag r i cl.i 11u ra 1
The Iranian population relies greatly on agricultural 
ac?tivities and rain-fed planting is very important in 
most parts of the country.The northern parts which recei­
ve the most rain comprise the? greate?r part of arable 
land .
Wheat is cultivated in many parts of Iran as the main 
crop and particularly in the province of AzarbiJan.Tea 
and rice are gromwn mainly in the North along the Caspian 
Sea. Pistachio, which is one of the major e?xport products 
are cultivated in Keermain in the centre of Iran. Other than 
wheat, barly and come Iran is self- sufficient in othe?r 
agricultural products and even exports large quantities 
to many of the Arab states in the southern parts of the 
Persian Gulf.The Islamic government is strongly encoura­
ging agricultural activities and great efforts has been 
made since the revolution towards mechanizing agricultu­
re .
7
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1.2.1-What are maritime industries?
The term maritime industries is applied to those acti­
vities which directly or indirectly are? engaged with the 
ship,seea , ports and shipping . Mainly they are compleex , 
capital intensive and nowadays labour- saving and inter­
national, but most of them serve the sea transport.The 
most importsmt among these industries are shipping com­
panies, port authorities,shipyards,navy,stevedoring com­
panies, ship age?nts, maritime institutions and coast guard-
1.2.2- Area of activitiesi
' %Most of these organisations are communicating and conduc­
ting their activities within the almost of these dis­
tricts: port authorities,cargo and ship owners,shippers,- 
ship consignors,surveying agencies,shipyards,banks,marine 
insurances,international maritime organisations,etc.
1.2.3- Maritime industries in Iran
As a starting point in an assessment or presentation of 
any development proposal in maritime industries where the 
seaports are important links between them,is it important 
to be briefly familiar with all marine industries in a
8 •
country in terms of organisation, capabi 1 ities and a.vai- 
labilities,for the purpose of understanding how the 
system is set up and runs within the governmental depart­
ments of the country.
Marine industries in Iran,as is the case in other coun­
tries are distributed among within different ministries 
according to the function and nature of work and objec­
tives of any individual industry itself.Therefore,for 
better understanding they have been categorised into two 
parts as governmental,being those under the supervision 
of their own ministeries and of major importance,and 
nongovernmental marine industries being those which care 
technical or providing labour force for same of the first 
Ccitegory and work in the form of compcanies with private 
management.
cl d. — G ten V ee rr- n“ii incMs? n-i t -rrsi. X m aa. xc ±. n-s e.? 
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1- The navy of the Islamic Republic of Iran
Although discussion of the navy is not within the scope 
of this paper,as in other maritime countries,the navy has 
its own important role in the development and constancy 
of the national marine industries.
The history of the modern Iranian Navy goes back to the? 
beginning of the Kingdom of Nadir when he ordered the 
suppression of some of the rulers of the southern parts 
of the Persian Gulf in 1735 .
Also the geographical location of Iran-in between Asia 
and Europje—in 15th century required the nation for the 
protection of its long coasts along the Persian gulf and 
Indian Ocean to have a powerful navy. •
Although there have been great attempts tq develop the
9
navy in the last 60 years,but as an dependent policy the 
two main structural factors,namely navy shipbuilding and 
the training of the navy officers were always given over 
to different western countries during the Pahlavi dyna­
sty. This was particularly true for the training of the? 
officers,in spite of the great marine abilities from many 
years ago within the country.
After the Islamic Revolution one of the most important 
actions was the establishment of the Marine University 
for this purpose in North of Iran so called the Nooshahr 
Higher Marine Education Centre to fulfil the navy's and 
part of the merchant navy requirements within the country 
while following a policy of self sufficiency in the edu­
cation fie1ds.
This university is supervised by the navy which itself is 
under the authority of the Ministry of Defense,
2-The Islamic Republic of Iran Shippincj LinesCIRISL)
This company was farmed in 1967 as a linejr shipping com­
pany known as Ai.'ya National Shipping Company of Iran, In 
its present form it works as a nationalized company(since 
the Islamic Revolution)under the Ministry of the Economic 
and Finance and has a joint venture company with India 
known as the Irano Hind Shipping Company(Iran and India). 
IRISL has played a very significant role since the revo­
lution and particularly since the imposed war and has had 
considerable growth during the war as a result of damage 
received through the war consequences in sea and ports.lt 
also has had a very important role in sea transport of 
the country during this period."At present the fleet of 
IRSL consists of 7Q vessels of which 27 are bulk car­
riers,3 product carriers,! chemical tanker,2 container
10
vessels and the rest different liner vessels,giving a 
total of 1.47 million DWT".Also there are plans in the 
very near future to increase the capacity of the fleet to 
93 ships and 2.3 million DWT.
3- Ports a Shipping OrganisationCP.S.0)
As will be diccussed later on in Chapter 4 the P.S.O is 
the legal maritime body of the country and supervises and 
manages the port authorities and port operations.At the 
same time it is the maritime administration of the coun­
try. P.S.O. is branch deputy organisation of Ministry of 
Roads and Transportation.
One of the main objectives of the presentation of this 
part of the paper is to show the importance of the role 
of P.S.O.in terms of supervision of the enforecement of 
the national and international maritime law and technical 
marine advice and co-operation for or between these very 
important and large maritime industries.
4- National Iranian Tanker Company(N.I.T.C)
This company was established in 1954-after the crisis of 
the Iranian oil nationalisation In 1952,but until 1975 it 
did not have very covnsiderable activity with its 7 tan­
kers and 682,000 DWT.
In 1974 a joint venture company Wcis established with Uni­
ted Kingdom and presently the company has 28 tankers with 
1,467,230 DWT and is working under charter terms or 
direct operation of the N.I.T.C .The company works under 
the supervision of the Ministry of Oil and its central 
office is in Tehran.
5- Fisheries
11
A fisheries company called Shilat Iran is owned by the 
government and is subordinate to the Ministry of Agricul­
ture. The company supervises all fisheries on internal 
rivers,the Caspian Sea,the Persian Gulf and the Oman 
Sea.All operational fishery affairs have been assigned to 
the industrial catch company which has 31 fishing vessels 
with 5,389 DWT.
6- Ministry of Higher Education
This ministry through the maritime secondary and 
higher education schools also has been involved in 
marine affairs since the Islamic revolution.
Ci)“ The Chah Bahar Maritime Faculty which is one of the 
branches of the University of Sistan and Baluchestan was 
established in 1978 with co-operation of Southampton Uni­
versity and started to conduct courses for deck offi­
cers.After the Islamic Revolution and some changes in the 
policy of this faculty,the Council of the Revolutionary 
Education agreed to re-open this university again for the 
maritime higher education requirements of the merchant 
marine organizations.It presently conducts courses of 4.5 
years duration for deck and engine officers leaxding to a 
B.Sc degree.Any further development of this university 
with its great economic,political and social role in the 
self-sufficiency of the national interests should be done 
with the close co-operation of the related industries 
towards regular recruitment and upgrading of their marine 
personnel and other assistance to this university which 
mainly can be supported greatly with a manpower planning 
programme.
12
(ii)"Secondary Technical Schools
The necessity for technical manpower for the mariti­
me organizations of the country due to the realiza­
tion of their importance to the national economy,- 
trade and technical activities was considered great­
ly and systematically after the revolution.In 1982 
with the co-operation of the Ministry of Education 
and Training and other maritime organizations of the 
country,two marine technical school at the secondary 
level w£?re estab 1 ished, one in the north at Anzali 
and other in South at Bandar Abass.The objective of 
the ejstabl ishment of these schools was to provide 
the educated and skilled technician level of manpo­
wer for the marine industries of the country.In the­
se schools presently there are six courses each with 
a duration of four years leading to the-? diploma of 
completion of high school education,the same as 
other general schools and all related to me^rine 
industries as follows;
Cl.')- Fisheries Navigation 
C2)- Merchant Navigation
(3)- Marine Electronic and Communication 
C4)- Electro Mechanic 
C5)- Marine Mechanic
C6)- Installations and Air Conditioning and Hull Mainte?- 
nance
7-Ministry of Heavy Industries
This ministry through the two shipyards,one of which is
already under construction in Bandar Abbas and near comp­
letion and the other called the Bushehr Marine Industry 
centre,are engaged with the maritime affairs and related 
rules and regulations.The shipyard in Bushehr is engaged 
in the construction and repair of ships up to 1500 DWT 
£jnd the one in Bandar Abass after its completion is 
expected to build and repair ships up to 20,000 DWT»
These activities will definitely play a great role in the 
saving the foreign exchange which currently is being paid 
on a large scale to foreign shipyards,
8-Ministry of Oil
Oil terminals,platforms and some of Iran's ports are 
engaged with the operations related to oil and its 
production,export and dri11ing,etc,A11 of these activi­
ties which consist of a large amount of marine 
activities,pilotage of ships,tug services,etc are run 
directly by the oil terminals themselves, which are under 
the direct supervision and management of the Ministry of 
Oil and in some ports (Bandar mahshhar!) with the 
co-operation of port £<uthorities.
9-Coast Guard
The Co^^st guard in Iran is a military division of the 
Iranian Gendarmerie which itself is a military section of 
the Ministry of Interior.Any changes in the maritime 
administration of Iran for the purpose of development 
should also affect the Coast Guard as a military arm of 
the maritime industries in sea,through the appropriate 
training for the Coast Guard officers and crews.The Coast 
Guard now is partly involved with the investigation of 
certificates of local seafarers and small vessels and
•14
endows,but their officers all needed to be trained in the 
international maritime law and conventions to assist pro­
perly and simultaneously the P.S»0 in the achievement of 
its national functions and liabilities.
c: J. d. —MOIM —<50VEIRIM!M!E;iM-r<*i,l_. M^i^RXlNJEI 
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Cl 1-Ship's agents
Presently there are more than 30 ship agents which are 
operating in southern ports..In addition to this function 
they are also engaged with brokerage and exporting and 
importing of cargo.Estab1ishment and evaluation of their 
activitices are under the P.S.O. responsibility and many 
of their personnel need proper marine and shipping 
knowledge to be able to fulfil the national interests in 
relation to the activities with foreign canterprises and 
shipowners.
C2)-Survey & Classification Companies
Thesc-e companies in the last 12 years have had an increa­
sing growth.They are evigaged mainly with the surveillsmce 
of cargo but one of them,the .Iran Group of SurveyorsCSGS) 
does surveys on behalf of some of the internationstl 
classification societies.
A broad dimension of the nature of- their task and also 
their specia1ization in all aspects of ships and cargo is 
very important to many of the national and international 
maritime organizations.Also proper knowledge of their 
task greatly covers the national economical interests 
and P.S.O. in encouraging them toward acquiring more
15
specialization has a significant role in the national and 
international levels in facilitation of the procedures.
(3) -Traditional private fishing or cargo endows or ves­
sels
It has been estimated that over 3000 endows of 5 to 100 
DWT are classified under Iranian flag,mainly engaged 
along the Persian Gulf coasts with fishing and regional 
trade and passenger services .Establishment of the 
secondary technical marine high schools with regard to 
the role of this section in the' regional trades and emp­
loyment in maritime provinces of Iran is of significant 
importance for upgrading the technical knowledge of the 
concern seafarers.
(4) -Stevedoring Companies and Co-operatives
Most of these comF)c»nies are engaged with ship hold opera­
tion in berth or anchorage. These companies have ve?ry 
important roles in the economy and safety of port opera­
tions and consequently in the national economy.Both in 
the port worker and management levels definite training 
in port knowledge and port authorities will have a great 
role in the elimination of vital weakviesses.
16
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2„1-6ENERAL ASPECTS
As will be discussed later on in more detai1,seaports are 
places where goods are imported or exported to/from a 
country. In the case of Iran many more goods are impiorted 
than are exported.In ports different costs in the form of 
variable and fixed costs such as customs and ports dues 
and charges,stevedoring costs both to the ship and the 
cargo will be charged.
The objective of the total sea transport system should be 
to minimize the cost of cargo movement and the time ships 
stay in the ports, Frequent h kindling of the same piece of 
cargo in ports,particularly in developing countries, 
during ship operations and cargo delivery, incr£-?ases the 
landed costs of goods to shore gates,Careful cargo 
handling operations planned in advance should be 
programmed by the port authorities and other parties 
concerned for the purpose of executing the primary 
fun c t i o n o f t h e p o i:-1,
Ports are very important industries which can affect 
positively or negatively the national economy of a coun­
try , therc-;f ore , good co-ordination and co-operation are 
riE?eded to minimize the costs and increase the efficiency 
of the ports,OnG'! of the main economic features of ports
fparticularly in the last two decades in developing 
countries,appeared in the form of surcharges,damages,and 
delays in the delivery of cargoes,In some oil producing 
countries at different periods these factors have been 
disastrous to the national economy for several years,such 
as Iran during 1974-76 and ivi the beginning of the 
imposed war (1980-84)when annual paid demurage has been
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estimated to be about one Billion $ IJ.Sn
This was a great burden on the national economy and esti­
mated in those periods-to amount to 1/20 and 1/2B of the 
G.N-P of the country and this sum could have be used sig­
nificantly for the country's vital balance of payments. 
Table 1 indicates waiting times of ships in Iranian ports 
during 19S3-84.Although the major causes of the waiting 
times have been the consequences of the sudden imposed 
war in that period,'the port capablities themselves in 
terms of lack of or poorly trained manpower,cargo 
handling equipment and methods in-quay,ship and shed and 
appropriate reserve temporary facilities such as silos 
and liquid tanks,number of berths,etc. also contributed 
to the problem during 1974-76.Improvement of these 
shortcomings could greatly reduce the amount of 
demurages.
Gener^illy speaking, ports as major gates of the foreign 
trade of countries play a significant role in the life of 
diifferent industries and people,especially where in many 
countries the productivity and sound operation of an 
industry are greatly influenced by the port opera­
tions. Ports as will be discussed in Chapter 3 in more 
detail t<lways have operational and national objectives , 
which can be achieved by different means and methods.In 
both cases, it is eKpen-'ted that ports be a source of 
increasing the national income or,depending on the kind 
of port ownership,that they be profitable enough for 
furthe^r existence. But whether they are profitable or not 
or they can increase the naitional income or not,they are 
long term investments and essential for the further deve­
lopment of the inland industries and day-to-day life of 
the country.They cannot be closed because of unprofitabi­
lity, but their entire management can be very effective to 
the national economy.
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From another point of view the importance of the ports to 
the national economy can be defined when a country is 
planning for further development of the life ,employment 
industries and also of the export of the excess products 
or needs to supplement imports, for these investments , 
therefore,ports have vital role in providing the necessa­
ry requirements in this respect.
The influence of ports on the national economy is very 
broad and the nature of the port services are the 
same, but to some extevit this vital role can be approached 
and seen in the fallowing terms.
2.2-Specific aspe^cts of the port economy
A large number of the? seaports in the world are not con­
sidered any more as merely places for loading and dis- 
c h a r g i n g c o m m o d i t i e sP o r t s n o w a d a y s a r e i n d u s t r i a 1 
complexes,which similar to other large industries have 
d iff erent economi c aspacts i n a cou.nt ry , reg i ona 11 y and 
i n t e E‘ n a t i o n a 11 y . T h e? s e inf 1 u e n c e s c a n b e i n v e s t i g a t e d 
internallyCon output of the port operation itself) and 
external ly C by the influence on the port users and pe?op- 
le) .
2.2.1 -E X t e r na 1 as pacts o f th e port ejconomy
Ports which are unsafe or delay ships and their cargoes 
or provide heavy costs to them can greatly affect the 
efficiency of other marine industries.They can also have 
great negative impacts on the environment and employment. 
However,the main external aspects of seaports as regards 
the national economy can be discussed as follows:
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1- Sacial impacts of se^aports
Ports as major labour intensive areas in many countries, 
as regards to direct port operations or associated 
professions in a port city ,can very easily and quickly 
affect and change the feature of the indirect employment 
such as port personnel or the annual number of drivers 
and visitors to ports.lt has been estimated that about 
40000 individuals are engaged daily with seaport 
activities in Iran.
2- Impacts on land transport systems
In all ports, particularly in developing countries where 
railroads to ports may not be provided,there are a large 
amount of drivers who continuously are engaged with the 
distribution of cargoes from/to ports which have great 
social and quite sensitive profession in the viability of 
the industries and economical life of any country.Table 1 
shows the importance of seaports as regards social and 
transport aspects.
3- Impact of ports on inland industries
Most industries in countries receive or deliver their 
needs from/through ports,therefore the economical viabi­
lity of industries inevitably depends upon the seaports.
4- Impact of ports on marine industries
In regular operations of a port there is very close and 
important co-operation and co-ordination with other 
marine industries of different interests such as in ships 
or cargoes or both.Within these industries there might be 
large and quite significant marine industries such as
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national shipping companies and shipyards,which have 
their own complex and sensitive operations,a11 vital to 
the national trade,development and economy of the coun­
try. An efficient and effective operation in a port can 
also create similar results in national,shipping or 
improve the shipyards and repair industries resulting in 
their regular engagement.A1so operations in a seaport 
have other forms of bilateral co-operation with other* 
branches of marine industries such as ship's,agents bro­
kers , shippers , banking systems,marine insurances,sur­
veying companies, each of whnich has its own important and 
essential tasks with regard to ships and her cargoes,but 
mainly in monetary terms rather than operational duties.
5-.Impact on development of foreign trade
When a port can reduce or maintain freight rates,the 
internal market and production centers become motivated 
to increase their output or demands for further 
developments and find overseas markets,which consequently 
will increase the employment £U“id e-js^rning of currericy 
which inevitably will strengthen the national economy.
2.2.2-Economicci 1 aspects of cargo handling in ports
Port operation which is a combination of ship's movements 
and cargo handling activities to/from a port and ship's 
holds and also a series of a very sensitive,costly,labour 
intensive and time consuming activities, involves diffe­
rent national and overseas parties with different inte­
rests . Theref ore , general ly an inefficient ship approach to 
port or long turnrounds of ships or cargoes in port may 
affect and damage financially other parties.However with
Table number i shows the importance of seaports in employment,society ar 
the inland transport system*
Name of ports iMumber ofTruck/trip 
/year
Estimated number
Trucks
Number of visito
rs to a port/year
March1983/84
llarch1984/85 83/84 84/85 83/84 84/85
!.Imam khomaini 147921 111740 3082 2328 295842 147168
Bushehr 87949 73584 1832 1533 175898 147168
Abass 196460 206475 4093 4301 392920 412950
Chah bahar 28834 600
mmrnm
57668
Anzali 50730 33199 528 346 101460 66398
Nooshahr 23606 17405 246 181 4721 2 34810
Rajaee 236644 ■ 222400 4930 4633 473288 444800
Total 743310 693637 14711 13714
Emolovment aso. 2X14711
2x
1 3714
Social aspects 2x5x14711=147110 2x5x1 3714=
137140
Assumptions: 
truek, 2 driver-s .
-Each driver 5 
fa-mil
- Each 'truck in 
southern ports4 trips and nor them 8/monthly
respect to large amounts of annual foreign trades through 
the seaports,the difference between possible and actual 
landed costs can vary greatly and consequently the impor­
tance of the seaports operations generally becomes evi­
dent .
Nevertheless,major parts of charges and costs to ship and 
cargoes when ships start to approach the^ port and during 
her turnround can be consider'd as follows:
2.2»2.1-Charges and dues to ships
Mainly they are in the form of fixed charges;pi1otage and 
tug ser'v/ices, 1 ights and entrance dues to channel , berth 
occupancy,etc .There may be variable expenses also such 
as fuel £\nd fresh water costs, provisions and health 
costs,etc .
:2.2.2.2 - C a r g o h a n d 1 i n g ope r a t i o n s c o s t s
These are costs and charges on cargo to/from of ship's 
holds to the port gates.They are in the form of fixed and 
V a r .i. a b 1 e o jz) e v a t i o n a 1 c a r g o h a n d 1 i n g c o s t s p a i d f o r 
1 o a d i n g a n d d i s c h a r g i. n g , t r a n s f e r i n g , s t p e' i n g a n d r e 1 o a d - 
ing of cargoes in port and costs of using different 
equipment in the following stages;ship operation costs, 
quay operation costs and storage operation costs.
The last two stagejs mainly take place on gener'al cargo 
operation, but all three are labour-intensive opeE'ations 
and require some mechanical equipment to handle the 
cargoes,therefore any miscalculation in deployment,over 
estimation of labour and equipment,time
schedul ing, routing distance between quay and stoi'age or 
bureaucracy in documemtatiori procedures etc.can increase
the landed costs of cargo or delay the ship's turnrounds 
and consequently increase the freight rates.
1-Ship operation costs
One important economic element in this process is that 
this operation is very labour-intensive and sensitive to 
the shortages which may appear in other related opera­
tions ,such as shortages in trucks or wagons or storage 
areas which may lead to very expensive idle times of 
hundreds of workers for hours in a shift and continuously 
in daily operations of a port.
This is an operation related to the type and size of 
packages and other features of cargo and also different 
numbers of labourers and crane drivers and signal men are 
involved in the holds and gears of a ship in pilling / 
breaking a set of cargo to/from hook from its storage 
position in a ship's hold„Depending on the type of pack­
age - palletized,carton,bag,pip,etc - and their proper­
ties , different sizes and numbers of gangs are necessary 
to work in one hold of a ship.As a result ,in a one or 
two shift period in a port there may be one or two hun­
dred labourers engaged in cargo handling only in this 
pirocess in one ship in a port where empjloyment of a few 
thousand of men is normal.
Another aspect of the economy of cargo handling operat­
ions is based on the extent to which ship gears are used 
to load or discharge the cargoes, piarticularly in develop­
ing countries such as Iran.In southern ports there is a 
lack of quay mounted cranes,minimum use of pallet 
system,an old design of storage facilities related to 
the quay apron for faster use of fork 1ifts,etc.A11 these 
are factors which'cause a high continuous increase in 
freight rates and long turnround time of ships.
14- other direct personnel involved in p)orts P.S»0,
Customs,sihpping companies and agents,cargo owners, 
etc:10,000
15- Total minimum estimated personnel involve:3S,488
16- Rough daily wages for each in three basis:20,40 and 70
U. S. D.
<:i7)-20 X 38488 = 769,760 U.B.D daily.
(18) —40 X 38488 = 1,539,520 U.SD daily.
(19) -70 X 38488 = 2,694,160 LI.S.Ddaily.
(20) -769760 x 360 =277,113,600 IJ.S.D annual.
(21) -1539520 X 360 =554,227,200 U.S.D annual.
(22) -2694160 x 360 = 969,897,600 U.S.D annual
With regard to these tremendous figures which are very 
important in all asptacts for port economy it can be 
piointed out again that the cargo operations within the 
ports as a measure of piroductivity are composed of the? 
involvement of the different factors with different 
characteristics and functions.Also partly with the 
contradictory interests (longer time of berth occupancy, 
longer days of occupation for labourers) piort management 
or authorities need to have a very comprehensive super­
vision on the whole operation and related documentation 
cictivities within H::,he ports, with the availability of the 
appropriate and qualified different levels of port worke­
rs ,personnel and managers.This is the only proper and 
systematic appp'oach to cope with the function and object­
ives of a port which is an essential link within the 
other industries of a country ,in particularly developing 
countries.
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Consequently because of these problems and with regard to 
large amount of annual.foreign trades the national 
economy will stand a heavy burden in terms of currency to 
compensate for the weaknesses and also the employment of 
large number of costly port workers to handle these 
operations.
For a better understanding of the relationship between 
port operations within a country such as Iran and those 
features which have been mentioned and the realization of 
how much this process is labour intensive and due to the? 
existence of other varible factors,the landed costs of 
tonnes of particular cargo have great variations..
A survey carried out at one Iranian port Bandar Shaheed 
Rajaee C in a. good situation ) can be taken as an example? 
to illustrate the factors mentioned above.
1- Type? of ship; General cargo.
2- Cargo volume?:SOOO tonnes.
3“No of hoIds:6
4- Gang: 6 gangs with 18 personnel e?ach.
5- Daily shift;2 shifts,each with 8 hours'“working time.
6- Shift production;2D0-30D tonnes normally,daily 
400—600.
7”Duration of completion:20-27 day.
8- Total daily men needed:2x6x18 - 216
9- Total turnround of ships in 1984 in Iran;700,930 hours
10- Total number of ships in 1984 in Iran:l,291
11- Daily average number of ships in Iranian ports:43
12- Daily labour needed for ship operation:43 x 216- 
18,488
13- Daily labour needed for quay and storage and private 
port operations roughly:10,000
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3 —SEA RO RTS VXTAL L_. XMKS X in
XMTERMATXOIMAL TRANRORT SYSTEM
3.1-The seaiborne trarisport system
3„2-Definition and general features of sea ports
3.3- Basic requireiment and functions of a port
3.4- riain customers of seaports
3.5-Classif ication t^nd maintaining of ports 
3» 6 -- C o m m a n o r g a n i a t i o n a 1 s t ructi.tr e a f p (d r t s
3-7“Types of port ownership in world
3.8-Irnpact of technological changes on ports
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3,1-The general Characteristics of sea tansport
Seaborne trade can be considered as a world in itself, 
because of large common international interfaces and its 
linking of all maritime countries.
Industries inevitably in most p^<rts of the world depend 
on transport systems,particularly sea borne trades, 
because rarely are the source of mt^terial and production 
lines available in the same place.In fact,sea transport 
costs (trade and shipping 1 are the major bridging costs, 
which can determine the final cost of a product to the 
consumer and transportation costs msiy vary between 10 and 
100 percent of the actual value of the goods which have 
been transported.
The processes involved ivi sE^aborne tradE^ and shipping can 
often bE? VE>ry complcax, f ragmented through the control of 
many different national and international orgavliJiationEi, 
bE4cause international businefis may be subjected to 
differ'Ejnt fluctuations such as;
i- National and intEjrnationa 1 economy,
ii- National and interncitional politics and
iii- National and international brokers and shippers.
iv- Sea conditions
It has been estimated that over 80% of the world trade by 
volume is carried out by means of sea transport by 
different types of ships and methods of trades.
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IMain advantages of sea transport compared to other modes 
are 5
i-Low costs of freight rates per ton miles
ii-Great volume of cargo movement in each voyage
iii- Rapidity of sea transport in relation to its greater 
volume of movements
iv- Flexibility of sea tranport in handling any kinds of 
trade and
v- Freedom of the seas
3 -1 ■ 2.0 b j e c t i v e s a n d d i s t u r b a n c e s
The te?rm"shipping"is applied to a proctsss whereby goods 
transported by ships from a given port called the( port 
of origin) move to aviother called theC port of destinat­
ion) at a required time„The business of shipping has the 
same features which have been mentioned about maritime 
industries ,which nowadays are labour saving industries 
requiring high capital investment.
In spite of these disadvantages,after the second world 
war many countries,particularly maritime developing 
countries , after years of desires established’shipping 
companies as private or governmental concerns or both . 
The main objectives behind this approach were;
1- saving currency
2- increasing the employment in shipping
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3- developing specialization techniques in the business 
of shipping and other maritime activities
4~earning foreign currency
5- developing selfdependence toward national capabilities 
of transportation of their foreign trade and
6- developing of the sea power.
The efficiency and effectiveness of shipping companies 
are affected by many diffc^rent factors such as;
1- shipping organization.
2- ship types.
3“ nature of the trade
4- ports facilities and 
5~role of the' government
Important factors in the development of shipping involve 
knowledge of the above mentioned elements within the 
organization itself and the couv'try.For the purpose of 
meeting the requirement of these factors effectively and 
economically in developing countries such as Iran with 
its newly established national fleetsC20 years ago)there 
is a need for the proper understanding of shipping indus­
tries both national and international.Regarding the 
organizational infrastructure of these countries,there is 
a need of good supervision and management of maritime 
affairs through an independent body within the marine
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industry system of the country»
National fleets, particularly during these days of heavy 
imposed war in Iran , act as the second defense line 
where their efficient operation can save millions of US$ 
annual ly.To achieve? this national objective MET (maritime? 
education and training) has a decisive role in providing 
capably trained personnel for efficient operation ,mana­
gement ,chartering, purchasing,etc. of the national 
flee?ts and involvement in sea transport of the? country n
Briefly the benefits of national shipping to' the 
national economy can be summarized as follows:
1- savings in currency as regards the carriage of cargoes 
with national flee?ts
2- Assistance in development of the nation£\l maritime 
industries and increase in the technical knowle?dge of 
the country
3- encountering with impose?d surcharges caused by the 
foreign shipping companies and ultimately reducing the 
landed costs of goods
A-savi'ng in charges due to the waiting times of foreign 
sh i ps
B-in the case of war,savings in insurance premiums and 
controlling the item to some extent for chartered ships 
if there are any
6-prevention of international frauds of different sorts , 
particularly for developing countries which may have 
some weaknes in foreign transactions and shipping
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fbussiness
7-encouraging the national shippers to export the goods 
consequently growth of national economy.,
The cost of sea transport is high but how to reduce it is 
a serious question and problem for developing countries , 
particularly for Iran with a large volume of the annual 
trade-in the long term shipping freight rates and costs 
at least should cover each other.Inefficiency of national 
fleets which may result from mismanagement in industry 
itself,due to the lack of the qualified and experienced 
personnel.
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3„l„3:Main elements of the sea borne trade
The evolution of the world merchant fleets after the 
second world war was due to the tremendous increase in 
the world foreign trade,arising out of demand for recon­
structions after the war.This consequently resulted in;
1- Larger ships as an economic consideration and
2- 6reater in ship typers. ‘
These two factors actually caused the productivity of 
maritime transport to be improved and also facilitate and 
developed the world trade.
Ships which are the main element of sea transport mode 
c a n b e c a t e g o r i r. e d i n t h r e os d i f f e r' e n t types;
1 - g e n e r a 1 c a r og o ship s
2- dry bulk cargo ships
3- 1iq uid bulk ships
General cargo ships generally offosr services to different 
customers and are involvosd in oiiffeorosnt carogoes at the 
samos time. In this trade the ships which operate on speci­
fic routoss with fixed scheodule agreed rates provide what 
is called liner service»Those cargo ships without speci­
fic route schedules and agreed rates and operating where­
ver they get'business provide tramp service.
Bulk carriers,on the other hand,are normally chartered by 
the shippers to transport the product at a particular 
time.
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At present about 3200 ships (dry bulk and general cargo) 
are operating within the oceans and creating a network of 
international trade to supply the interests of different 
nations-The general cargo ships are subdivided in conven­
tional, multipurpose and special ships,which mainly are 
involved with unitized trade such as container.
Figure 2 shows the comF)Osition of the world fleets at 
janiaury 1982.
Presently about half of the world's merchant fleets 
belong to developed countries which assess the technolo­
gy, trained personnel,effective and efficient management. 
In spite of the great developments in the sea tii'ansport 
industry (shore? and sea) from the last century, this 
ind ust ry still h as its political and eco nomica1 f ea tu res 
varying cimong all countries involved. In some parts the 
industry is completely private (IJ. K) or in some? other 
countries it is totally opere^ted by the government 
(IJ.S.S.R) , while in some others countries both systems 
coexist,
Shipping is an international busiviess and since more or 
less in all maritime countries se£i transport handles 
about 70% to 80% of their foreign trade,particularly in 
developing countries, mainy factors such as national secu­
rity, economic and international prestige,and employment 
are involved .
Just as transport in world trade depends to such a large 
extent on movements by sea,so also does sea transport 
itself depend on the existence of the sea ports and can­
not realistically operate with any degree of efficiency 
without them.
3.2-General definition of ports
Ports are defined as places with faci1ities,installations
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and equipment for serving ships through loading and dis­
charging and staring the cargoes»Usually these areas are 
great cities and established in estuaries and natural 
bays or along the coasts.
In other words ports are assumed to be important nodes 
(figure 3 )because as it has been shown in this figure 
they are situated at the interfa^ce between two links (sea 
and inland transport system)where large amounts of cargo 
are handled annually .A major objective of the entire 
transport system is to minimise the cost of handling 
goods,and ports should also follow the same basiic prin­
ciple.
3.3 -- F u n c t i o n s c» f a p o r t
Ports, as defined earlier,are vital links within the 
sea t r a n s p o r t a t i o n c h a i n . A well u n cJ e r s t o o d f u n c t i o n o f a 
port is the quick and efficient handling of goods between 
the se£j and shore and therefore the prime objesctive is to 
come as close as possible to putting that function into 
effect. Basically the primary function of ports has not 
changed throughout the centuries,but the way of approa­
ching the objectives has changed from time to time,as 
innovations and the influences of other changes in ship­
ping and technology come into play.
For many centuries £*nd especially after the industrial 
revolution in Europe,port operations were very labour- 
intensive ,although this feature because of innovations 
and the use of mechanisation and automation largely has 
been reduced.Nevertheless,many ports still suffer from 
congestion and man still plays an important role in cargo 
hand 1ing,management and the paperwork of ports,particu­
larly in the ports of developing countries,which have not 
experienced the advances as in more dE^veloped maritime
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nations.Therefore,th(2 functions of port authorities 
regarding the management and supervision of direct or 
indirect operations can be summarised as follows;
1- to provide qualitatively and quantititave1y appropriate 
facilities for the cargo handling to and from ships
2- to construct adequate port facilities and mctintain them 
for effective and efficient utilisation
3- to ensure that all the new changes in shipping had been 
considered and appropriately synchronised with port
f a c i 1 i t i e s a n d o p e r a t i o n s
4- to provide the well trained personnel at all levels for 
the safG),effective and efficient handling of all the 
various responsibi 1 itices associated with the operation
Port invGJstments have? not only rG?lated to commercial 
functions but also ports are built and opGirated for the 
development of other national objectives at different 
periodsnin othG^r words,the func;tions of a port are; always 
within the national objectives, but these objectivG;s may 
diffe;r from country to country. Hoewe;ver, common experi­
ences show that some of thee-ie may be as follows:
1- to create permanent employment during the; construction 
and after the completion
2- to cope with excess foreign trade or to increase the 
future planned trade
3- to increase the national incomc-3
4- to stimulate the growth of economy and
5- to develop certain areas or regions in the country
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Basic requirements of ports%j> n i
Ports in developted and developing countries are conside­
red as long-term investments. Their economic life becaxuse 
of the huge investments and long term construction period 
which they all need,are based on 50 to 100 years.Nowadays 
with a very complicated system in maritime transport 
which greatly affects the seaports,any port construction 
particularly in developing countries should be based on 
two very general and basic requirements;
1- The port should be well planned and designed for long­
term use and to accommodate the inevitable charges in 
the; trade. This may include the construction of break­
waters as protection for equipmentrepresenting high
ca pita1 investments.
2- Provision of efficient and e^ffective port management 
teams dependent on quality and quantity of pe;rsonnel 
with adequate standards of education and training.In 
this regard the quality of managers and personnel of 
piorts have direct and important influences on the effi­
ciency of port. Also since the national level advisors 
or exp)erts who made; policies and plans rece-jive or col­
lect the necessary information through the port manage­
ment system,there should be p)ersonnel at the posts who 
have the knowledge which is of vital importance for the 
fjorts and this should be at the different levels of 
management.
Since cargo handling is the chief concern of ports and 
also that sea trasport is the main reason for their eKis- 
tence,there shc|uld be adequate resources in terms of per­
sonnel and equipment to cope with the process,The foll-
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owing items would therefore be necessary:
i) - qualified personnel at the different levels of
management and supervision
ii) -suitable training facilities for updating the trai­
ning in the required skills
iii) -appropriate and adequate equipment for efficient and
capable operations,espejcial ly to cope with the fast 
turnround of ships. Ports in all countries always 
seem to receive pressure from two sides
A) t h e i n creased v o 1 u m e-; o f t r a d e, w h i c h p o r t s h a v e t o 
accept and adapt themselves to efficiently and
B) adaption to technological changes in shipping
The planning department or committee of ports should con- 
tinously consider these two important variable factors 
d L.i r i n g p Ian n .i. vi g a n d o p e r a b i o n namely:
iv) -assignment of appropriate operational activities to
ports
v) -cremation of appropriate rules and regulations to
encourage the personnel toward efficient operations
vi) -supporting the cargo handling departments by the
backup and puplie services on time and according to 
the requirements.
3.4-Main customers of seaports
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Within the part area or city of a port there may be 
different organisations and companies which somehow 
directly or indirectly have an interest in and involve­
ment with ships or cargo.Any port must,therefore, accor­
ding to the scale of activity and sea traffic,faci1itate 
the proper conditions of work for them.The establishment 
of appropriate rules and regulations and operational 
guidelines by the piort authorities is of a significance 
for the protection of the entire port and meeting the 
national objectives and interests in respect to the users 
of the ports.Users of ports according to the type of port 
management, f eatures of the traide and regulations concet— 
ning governmental departmentation,national rules and 
regulations may find different situations with different- 
functions and styles of management, however they £ill in 
the d£-iy-to-day operations of a port, play important roles 
and can af f e<:::t port perf ormance ,j cost ef f ecti veness of the 
landoBd cost of the cargo, ship costs and turnround time. 
Some of the users are labour-intensive companies and , 
therefore,for many other important factors,close co-oper­
ation and clear understanding of their technical jobs and 
responsibilities should well be known by the port manage­
ment or authorities.The principle operations among port 
activities include? the following;
1 - ste?ved o r i ng
2- shipyards and dry docking
3- water and fuel suppliers 
A- store suppliers
5- private storage terminals,adjacent to the port area or 
city sites
6- ship and shipping agents
7- shippers
S- cargo receivers or owners
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9- ship survey and ship classification agents or compa­
nies
ID-tally clerk companies 
11 - i n s Li r a n c e c o m p a n i e s a n d
12-inland tr^insport system assiociated with the port 
system
3.5-Classification and maintenance of ports
3.5.1-classification of ports:
Ports may be classified either by their geographical fea­
tures or by the type of trade or activities conducted. 
This classification can be used in studying ports.
3 „ 5 „ 1.1 - P o r t s - geo g r a p i"i i c a 1 c 1 a s s i f i c a t .i. o n
In the geographical classification of port,the basic 
t y pes a re id entified as natu ra1 and a rtificia1 po rts.
3.5.1 .1 .1 “Matu ra 1 pjorts ;
These ports are constructed along the natural waterways 
and they may be deep inside the shore with one or two 
accesses to the sea.A main characteristic of these ports 
is that they do not need any breakwater.The main types in 
this category are :
il-River ports;these ports are situated along the rivers 
such as port of London in the Thames or Abadan and 
Khoramshahr along the Arvand River in Iran.These 
ports usually are subject to limitations further 
expansion and draft and may need dredging continuous­
ly and so are costly to maintain.
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ii) -Coastal ports:these ports are constructed along the 
coasts.If they need any protection for ships against the 
waves and currents they may be referred to as semi- arti­
ficial ports,such as the port of Cardiff in the? U.K.
iii) -Channel portssthese are located in the natural chan­
nels,such as the port of Bristol in the Bristol Chan­
nel or the Port of Imam Khomiany in Khore Musa.
iv) -Lake Ports:These are located along the shores of a
lake in one or more countries.They may have access to 
the open sea or not. Examples are the? port of Roche­
ster , Detroit and Toledo in the United States of Ame?- 
rica or Toronto in the Canada avid the Port of Anzali 
in the Caspian Sea in Iran (which is the? biggest lakes 
in the world and which has access to the open seas 
during the summt-sr) .
V) - Bay P o r t B : T h e s e are c? o n s t r u c t e? d i n b a y s , s u c h a s t h b 
port of Chah Bahar in the? Indian Oc'ean in Iran „
3.5.1.1.2- Artificial Ports
These? ports basically are constructed artificially 
bescausc-? of the’ need for protection of ships againest the 
se?a inf luesnces. they have? some? characteristics of natural 
ports and are? very coe;tly ports to construct. One? e-?xample? 
is the Port of Shahee?d Rajatae in Iran.
3.5.1.2- Ports by the nature of trade
The categorization of these types cannot be definite as 
those in the other groups since ports mostly can be 
involved in two or more trades at the same time.However ,
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by means of the volumes and percentages of the main tra­
des, they have bc-sen classified as; follows:
1- General cargo ports
2- Passenger ports
3- Fishing ports
4- Naval ports
5- Oil terminals
6- Free zone ports
7- Bulk terminals<1iquid or dry), and 
S-Industrial ports
3.5.2-Maintenance of a port
As was mentioned earlier, ports are very capital intensi­
ve investments and need a long time to foe constructed and 
are of importance to the viability of many industries,- 
the growth of the economy and the day-to-day social life 
of a country.They also vary in trades and may have two or 
more characteristics at the same time, such as the ports 
of Rotterdam or Hamburg. WhatE?ver the nature of the trade 
is,as far as they are the main chain of the infrastruc­
ture of a country, any deve?lopment in the port or the port 
city ,toward the increase of trade should not suffer or 
limit the main trade,because in spite of those mentioned 
facts about the capital needed for a port,it has been 
seen that many of the well constructed ports,gradually 
further development of them had diminished by inapprop­
riate port planning or maintenance,and put very heavy 
burdens on the national economy for the purpose of the 
construction of a new port.
Ports by nature are labour-intensive areas or activity, 
therefore,as the servant of the transport system must 
always be capable of further development.For this reason
there are a few very basic and important elements regar­
ding port maintenance namely:
1- maintaining the depth of the waterway of the port and 
berths as a safe’ty measure for ships and accepting 
highest possible draught during the port life.
2- maintaining the predicted reserved area beyond the 
hinterland for a 50-to-100 year period,clear from any 
living spaces,market centers and heavy industries.
3- access to the port from the shore is a very impiortant 
consideration for the in-/outflow of traffic to port 
gates.To maintain access there should be effective and 
continuous supervision and also co-ordination with p>ort 
town fDlanners.
3.6-Difference between piort management and port authori­
ty
Before we go further I would like; to generally disting­
uish between port management and p)ort authority. Port 
management team,particularly in ports of developed coun­
tries,are those who are hired by a p;ort for a relatively 
long period and are not responsible for the basic cons­
truction and developments and sometimes for some of mari­
ne operations such as pilotage or tug boat services they 
are responsible to the port authority, counci1,municipa­
lity or whatever governmental body is responsible ,to the 
ports or maritime affairs of the country,such as the port 
of Rotterdam or Hamburg,which are the users of ports and 
do most of the operations.
A port authority is a governmental body and takes'care of 
the national objectives,rules and regulations concerning 
the ports.
A3
There are different types of port ownership and manage­
ment in the world or within a country.These are influ­
enced by political,cultural,economic and general maritime 
consideration and port activities.The^ type of management 
in an individual port or chain of ports in a country can 
affect the element of success,efficiency and effective­
ness of those ports.The most common types of port owner­
ship in the world ares
3.7.1- State Contro11ed Ports
These ports are managed directly by governments and are 
usually in a department in The ministry of transport or 
communication. Important decisions are made by the cen­
tral office and usually most of the operational decisions 
are carried out by the ports themselves. These.? ports can 
be operated privately or by port authorities.Main respon­
sibilities of the state? in these? ports are? as follows;
1- future port planning
2- control of capital inve?stme?nt 
3 -1 r a i n i n g r e q u i r e m e n t s
4- control of charges and tariff and
5- employment and departmentation
Typical examples of this type of port management are the? 
Iranian Seaport Authorities and the Port of Southampton 
and the Port of Hull in the United Kingdam.
3.7.2— Private ports
Many countries,particularly developed which have a great
3.7-Types of Part Ownership in World
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camdevelopments and industrial productions or shipping 
panies with a large amount of activities and according to 
their national rules and regulations have built or hired 
ports which are operated by these concerns depending on 
the terms of the agreement they usually have government 
representation and other parties in the board of commis­
sions i.e.Sranton Harbour Ltd,operates the port of Gran- 
ton in the east of Scotland.
3.7.3- Municipal Ports
These ports which are common in the^ world are controlled 
by a municipal council and are found mostly in those 
c:ountries whicI"i for- a 1 ong time ave followed the decen­
tralis: ed po 1 icies where 1 oca 1 governme?nts or provinces 
!'iaVe a g reat deal of ai.,itonomy . The member of tl"ie 1 ocal 
government is in charge of the council for the port,but 
he is assisted by a technical body with port eKperience 
and know 1edge.The .Port of Antwerp is a typical model 
a m Q n g t h e s p o r t s,
3.7.4- Pub1ic Trust Ports
The board of thesie ports may be comprised of representa­
tives of the government, shipping companies and othei:' 
users of the ports.A typical model of these ports is the 
ports of London and Liverpool which are respectively 
managed by the Port of London Authority and Mersey Dock & 
H^irbour Board „
3.7.5- Autonomous Ports
Whatever the type of port management,the main objective 
is to obtain the effective and efficient throughput with
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the highest passible standard and safety bath af the car­
go and the ship.Developing countries which are looking 
objectively for better performance in ports may have or 
will start to change the typE^ of their port rnanagE^memt 
within one of those systems,but if problems are iden­
tified properly,before any attempt they should realize 
that within the port activities,there will be good per­
formance Cef f ective and efficient)when the organizational 
system of that or those ports communicate properly.To 
achieve this,well trained personnel and managers within 
the port industries are needed.
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3.S-CDmmon Orqanizationa1 Structure of Ports
Ports as organizations should have organizational struc­
tures within which human resources in terms of seniority 
according to job description.By means of an organizatio­
nal chart a port is able to deploy and monitor the per­
sonnel at all the different levels of their skills for 
efficient and effective execution of their functions.
This structure differs from one port to another,because 
of the nature and volume of the trade or national employ­
ment and organizational policies.But all seaports, 
regardless of their - largeness or trade have a common 
basis in their structure.Other than those mentioned fac­
tors which mainly affect the chart of a port,there are 
more to be considered, which all can be mentioned as fol- 
1 ows
1- national policies
2- avai1abi1ity of men for service in ports(qualititavely 
and quantitatively)
3- volume and type of tradeCship,cargo and system)
4- port infrastructure
5- financial supports and
6- qeneral and technical port knowledge of the involved 
people
3.8.1-Main parts of a port structure
The deployment of personnel within a port(together with 
other marine organizations)are mainly in the following 
sectors:
1-Operation Departments
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Personnel within this department directly work or qive 
services to a ship or her cargo.The Operation Department 
in the port authorities of Iran is divided into two sub- 
departments . These deal with cargo handling operations in 
different stages and the Marine Department gives and pro­
vides services for a ship or her safety during a turn- 
round .
2-Back up activities
These are within the departments which support the ope­
rational department(personnel & equipment)to perform 
their day-to-day tasks.They feed operating sources to 
continue the activities,for example,by means of financing 
the personnel,in both operation and personnal aspects,or 
technical department which takes care of all repairs and 
periodic maintenance.
Depending on the type of ownership of the port,the trade 
and the stage of development of the country as measured 
by the rate of exports and imports,there may be other 
departments such as marketing are public relations.
3,8.2-Principle of Port Operations
Depending upon the port,trade,volume,ownership,cargo 
handling system and marine activities of a port in the 
interest of the safe movement of a ship and the efficient 
handling of cargo,there may be different departments 
within the operational duties of a port.However,under 
this broad headline ships in any voyage need to pass 
through or use these procedures .
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Marine and carqo handling activities
3.8.2.1-Marine departments
Based on the port,trade,volume,ownership and marine acti­
vities of a port for the purpose of safe movement of ship 
to berth and vice versa, there may be different depart­
ments within this area of operation and a ship on one 
voyage may need to pass or use the following procedures:
1-Pilotaae operations
Pilotage both in harbours and at sea are for the safe 
berthing,unberthing and movement of ships in ports or 
rivers and channels.As regards the dangers which exist 
within most acce?sses to ports (depth, width, density of 
traffic and anchored ships)it has been said and experien­
ced that ships in these areas are in more danger of col­
lision , stranding , etc . than in other parts of their navi­
gation. Also,although pilots are assumed to be advisors to 
the masters of ships,in most cases and most ports , they 
operate independently and masters are still responsible 
for the safety of their ships.In the ports of developed 
countries, this impor'tant task of pilotage performed by 
the ex-masters or senior officers who are gualified and 
experienced with great knowledge of ship behaviour.
As technological changes occur in ships,the masters and 
officers are to pass new and appropriate courses in pilo­
tage for the additional and regular handling of different 
ships.The courses should be on a continuous basis to 
enrich these pilots to perform their job properly.
The situation in developing countries is rather different 
and depending on the country there may be a great dif-
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ference between the qualifications and experience of the 
pilots and masters who internationally should have mini­
mum standards in both aspects,which significantly can 
affect the efficiency and effectiveness of pilots and 
ports on the one hand and the safety of ships on the 
other hand.
2—Tuq Boat Services
The main task of this sector is to assist pilots durinq 
ship berthing and unberthing.The aim of the assistance of 
tugs to ship is to prevent damage to ships and berth, 
both of which are very essential and profitable for ports 
and shipping companies.Another aspect of tuq services is 
towing within ports and sea.According to the size, power 
and function of a tuq,in developed countries different 
levels of ex-marine officers deck and engine are emp­
loyed. In spite of the important role of tugs in respect 
to ships,they are very expensive investments to obtain, 
operate and maintain,particularly in developing countries 
which have different difficulties to overcome in each of 
these areas.
The tuq master is an important link between the master of 
a ship,the pilot and port control and other tugs and this 
has been realized in many ports of the developed world 
for the purpose of safety of ships and other facilities. 
As a result there are appropriate procedures in the emp­
loyment , certif ication , training and operational activities 
of qualified personnel for tugs.
In many developing countries,however,there is a lack of 
proper standards in the employment of qualified personnel 
for tugs,causing poor communication between the ship/sho­
re and tug operations and consequently endangering ship 
operation procedures and efficiency in tuq operations and
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wmaintenance.
In many developing countries tug master or engineer pro­
fessions obligatorily from early days have been consi­
dered as merely practical job.However presently with very 
sophisticated tugs and ships and port facilities there is 
a need for revision of this attitude and for appropriate 
training in fields such as marine sciences, managerial 
skills,law of the sea,maritime English,etc .
3- Dredaing and Hydroaraphic Department
A main element in providing safety for ships is to provi­
de appropricite depth and width of chctnnel and berth and 
this is one of the significant considerations for viabi­
lity of the port in medium-and Iona-term periods.With the 
highly technical operations of sophisticated dredgers,- 
there is a need of v,>ell trained officers on board and 
ashore,to improve the reliability of the port in pro­
viding a safe port.
4- Aids to Navigation Department
The role of this department within the ports is very 
important and depending on the location of the port this 
may be a large or small operation,but very essential for 
the safe movement of ship through the access.In all ports 
there are many types of buoys,beacons,piles,transits and 
other equipment which had been installed in the sea and 
ashore with different characteristics.They should be 
checked and repaired regularly to ensure the safe passage 
of ships.This means there is a need for well- qualified 
personnel and managers to maintain and programme the ope­
rations appropriately and to meet national and interna­
tional standards.
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5-Traffic Control Center
In any port,small or large,there is a center in charge of 
communications and co-ordinations between harbour­
master, ship, pi lots ‘and tugs or other ports,and this is 
very important and essen-bial to port operations. The offi­
cers may be in charge of means and systems other than 
simple V„H.F,such as Radar or VTS by which the activities 
within this center become quite important to the safety 
and efficiency of port and ships.during a 24 hour period. 
In developed countries,depending upon the system which 
is being used,the officers in charge are appropriatly 
trained and qualified to perform their tasks regarding 
operational and communicational requirements and co-or­
dinations reliably.They are usually ex-masters or pilots.
6-Survey and Registration Department
In many ports this department is engaged with registra­
tions and issuance of the certificate of registration and 
the regular and periodic surveying and inspections of 
ships gears,equipment,engines,certificates of ships and 
other marine craft,in terms of port state control duties 
or their own specific tasks they are responsible for the 
enforcement of the national and international safety 
rules and standards related to ships and their crews.The 
technical personnel involved in this department must be 
well qualified and experienced to be able to cope with 
the minimum international rules and regulations concer­
ned . Technical officers and inspectors in this department 
in developed ports have extensive sea experience and high 
technical qualifications and come mainly from among exma­
sters, marine engineers and naval architects.
3.S
The users of a port were mentioned earlier in Chapter 
Two.The cargo handling operations and procedures from the 
hold of the ship to the quay and then to the warehouse 
and beyond or vice versa are basically similar all over 
the world,although executed with different systems and 
sources.The main elements of cargo handling operations 
within the ports will be briefly discussed below:
1- Cargo handling Activities
Depending to the type of port ownership and management, 
the cargo handling operations may be done by different 
agencies such as stevedoring amd shipping companies or 
port authorities.Very often stevedoring companies provide 
the required personnel in the form of gangs which consist 
of normal port workers crane drivers , signal men, foremen 
etc .The terms regulating shipments (cost and freight or 
free on board) will make the carrier or the cargo owmer 
be responsible for these arrangements.
2- Main Elements in Cargo Handling Throughput
In a comprehensive analysis of the main factors within a 
port which may affect cargo hand 1ing,many elements may 
have be considered.
The human factor in these organizations falls within the 
training programme which will be suggested for the impro­
vement of port operations throughput in Iran. As variable 
and intensive human parties have direct influence on port 
operations,as individual companies or within port mana­
gement or authority system.
.2.2“Cargo Handling Operations
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1-The personnel involved
the personnel at all levels port workers,staff and 
managers all have significant roles in the efficiency 
and safety of operations and therefore must be trai­
ned continuously and comprehensively,which is the 
main objective of this thses.
2.2-Interested parties
interested parties form a possible factor which can 
influence the output of port operations due to poor- 
co-ordination, port knowledge and ski1 Is,particularly 
in developing countries where there is a lack of 
technical knowledge.This seems to be a common occu- 
re'nce.
Among these parties the most important ones are as
follows:
i)-Stevedoring companies
The main objective of these companies to load or dis­
charge the cargoes in/from ships.However depending on 
the port ownership and viational port policy, in dif­
ferent countries the S'bevedoring company may only be 
a supplier of the gangs or more in developed countries 
depending on to the terms of agreement 'with port 
authorities they may be responsible for all activities 
from the hold to storage.They may even be a port ope­
rators and have their own huge facilities and equip­
ment and department in the port management.In develo­
ped ports they may operate separate(by the nature of 
operation!)or join together and establish a pool as in 
the port of Rotterdam.They are an important link iri
the effectiveness and efficiency of the entire port 
operations,and in ports of developinc countries,parti­
cularly in Iranian ports,there is the need for iden- 
ditification of the average number of port workers who 
are involved in these companies for the purpose of a 
systematic approach towards the port worker trainina 
’requirements.
ii>-Tally clerks
In the sea transport process because of the variety of 
the temporary caroo holders from the end of the pro­
duction line to aboaz'd the ship or from the ship to 
the caroo owner in the port of destination,wherever 
cargo is qoing to be changed, there should be a tally­
man to check the quan’bity and condition of each hookies 
contents.This process in fact protects each holder of 
the consignments to pre’vent from future claims. Tal­
lying of goods is qui’be important for cargo documenta- 
’bion and the system depends upon the port mansigemerit,- 
national rules and regulations and tradionnal port and 
customs procedures which may vary in the practical 
work or on the basis of the number of tallymen avai­
lable on-the-spot in any ship.
Tallying of cargoes instituted mainly in two ways
•1-On the spot system
This method must be performed on board in the hold of 
ship,although it often happens on shore on truck or 
rail,and in particular cases and conditions in the 
warehouse.
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2-Ivi-s'buck BV^Btem
This system appeared for the first time in East African 
ports.Under this method,the nominated shed or open 
spaces for an indirect delivery cargo is specified and 
measured by marks,and the bales,pal lets,etc. of each 
bill of lading are stored and stuck in that marked 
place directly.As the area and volume of each package 
and also the ground is known,the tallying will be 
performed more efficiently .
3)“ComoDsition of tally men
In Dorts as the variet,y of the inl:-erests of differsnt 
parties,such as shipping companies ,port
authority,stevedore„cargo reciever, customs,shippinq 
company cOid driver of the truck or railroad may inte­
ract with each other,there may be an independent tally 
clerk company which is accepted by all parties concer­
ned or in the case of the involvement of individual 
interests or duties such as involvement of port autho­
rities in Iran in operational activities. th(=re may be 
two or three tally men who are involved for one hook.
Whatever the system of tallying and nature of the work is- 
a tally man has important responsibilities and protects 
the national interests which are involved. Throughout the 
entire operation and activity in the port of origin or 
destination,the tally clerk must fullfil the minimum 
requirements,such as the ability to read and write prop­
erly his native language and the English language for the 
purpose of the reporting,and also general knowledge of 
ships,characteristics of cargoes,ports,shipping law and 
insurance to be effective in his job.
iii)-Customs
Customs in most seaports are responsible for the col­
lecting of taxes and dues on behalf of the central 
government.They are charged on import goods,depending 
upon the quantity and quality.To fulfill this very 
important economic national duty,customs officers carry 
out sampling procedures on different packages and types 
of cargoes imported or exported to ensure that declar­
ations are accurate.
The functions and procedures of the customs in seaports 
particularly in developed countries have changed and 
improved greatly with respect to documentation and 
efficient sampling.The bureaucratic and long times for
ipractical investigations are barriers to the sound "^and 
quick flow of carqo in ports,one of the consequences of 
the changes which occurred in the concept of the whole 
international trade, particular ly afte^r the generation of 
the unitization trades.In developing countries there is 
still a need for attempts towards the providing of more 
investigations and educational facilities for the customs 
officers to become more familiar with the national objec- 
tives of sea transport and seaports.
iv)-Ship's Agents
Ship's agents are the legal representatives of the ship 
owners wherever the ship goes.Their main functions within 
national laws of a country can be summarized as follows:
1-Preparations of the ship (voyage)requirements in the 
port with regard to the reserving berth,pilots,
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immigration,etc.customs,
2- Meeting the ship on arrival and performing the operat­
ion requirements with regard to ports and related 
orqanisations
3- lf necessary requesting the stevedoring services
A-Paying ship charges,dues and cash to the master of the 
ship if necessary
5- Proyiding provisions for crew and ship
6- Providinq water and fuel and other services for the 
ship
7-Arranqing medical and health requirements for ship's 
personnel
S-Providinq technical,navigational and tariffs^ 
info r m a tion f o r shipowne rs
9-Receivinq the sailing permit of the ship and
11-Reporting to the ship owner important measures which 
are beinq carried out for the ship during her 
turnround in the port.
The above mentioned functions can indicate simply the 
importance of the ship's agents within the marine 
industries of a country with regard to the daily and 
annual financial and operational procedures,activities 
and analysis and the necessity of different levels of the 
managers in these cmopanies,particularly operational ,
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havinq and receiving proper and appropriate knowledge 
about the port, maritime and transport sciences.
v) -Forwardina Agents
These are agents who on behalf of their clients arrange 
for the export and import of goods.They have expertise 
in cargo hand 1inq,documentation procedures and basica­
lly they are workinq with cargo and are very close to 
shippers.
vi) -Brokers
They provide intermediary services and always act on 
behalf of the ship owners or insurance companies to 
negotiate with shippers,forwarding agents and cargo 
owners. They are mainly involved in the chc^rtering of 
ships or to be as agency.Brokers have strong associat­
ion and mainly work with London brokers.In the maritime 
industry they operate as ;chartering brokers,owners 
broke?rs and ship brokers, 1 oading ^ brokers, sale and 
purchase brokers and ship's agents.In most of the 
developed maritime countries they are very active in 
the shipping business and specialists in their own 
sector.
vii) -Shippers
Shippers depending upon their trade are persons or com­
panies who are specialists in providing goods(in a 
country) to be exported and making agreements with car­
riers. They are very active in countries with open and 
non-governmental trades and depending on the country 
and shipper organization,within a country they may have
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their association and packages of cargoes marked with 
the shippers name.
3- National rules and regulations concerning custom , 
foreign trade,port rules and tariffs
4- Berth & storage layouts
This factor is fixed parameter and cannot be changed 
easily in a short period
A-Ship's gear efficiency
The age and capability of the gesirs in a continual 
operation is among the important elements of the port 
operation output.
5- Quality and quantity of the port operation equipment
Whether in a port there is mobile equipment or quay 
mounted cranes,and whether the equipment is maintained 
effectively for day-to-day operations .has a great 
influence on the port operation throughput. 
J^L
6- Reserve storage facilities
In many ports,particularly in developing countries, 
there are quite significant relationships between day- 
to-day and consequently annual throughput of the port 
which depends on the short,medium and long term port- 
development and extension plans within the port area 
and its hinterland.
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7-Documentations systems
In addition to cargo handling operations and the role 
of different agents,companies and authorities who 
directly and,as a part of their' legal duties, can 
affect cargo hand 1ing,another element which can 
affect the port operation performance documentation.
7.1“Functions
The function of documentation in any industry and bus­
iness is to facilitate the sound,reliable and legal 
transfer of any trade of goods between different 
holders in different stages from the end of production 
line to the port of origin,carriers and port of 
d e s t i n a t i o n a n d p a r t i e s c o n c e r n e d .
7.2-Disad vantages
Although documentation has been established to improve 
different aspects of the daily human life and to 
facilitate the process of the trade cycles,nature of 
the paperwork,which involves transfering information 
,orders and especially the internal and external 
liabilities and responsibi1ities,can al^o be a cause 
of delay and thereby defeats its own function.Even in 
developed countries,in spite of the application of the 
most advanced systems and procedures and well quali­
fied personne1,there have been claims about.The main 
reasons for some of the problems in the developing 
countries may be the lack of sufficient theoritical 
knowledege and understanding of the documents themsel­
ves barriers such as the limits of responsibility , 
interpretation of laws and regulation in different
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districts which in fact sometimes defeat their 
original function.
2.7.3“Impacts of Technology on Documentation
One of the main reasons for the need of documentation 
within the world trades such as the sea transport system 
was the lack of information about the movement of ship 
and cargo toward both sides of the trades and parties 
concerned.Following the great improvements in communicat­
ion systems in sea transport facilities such as radio , 
post,tel phone,facsimile and satellite were introduced. 
Also the appearance and improvement of air transport , 
train and other land services,compared with the volume of 
the trade became much faster and much more reliable,the 
proper training of personnel in this documentation always 
has been and is the key for the efficiency of sound cycle 
and distribution of process.
Many attempts by countries regionally and through inter­
national agencies have been made to minimize and simplify 
the documentation in sea tramsport and shipping. Among 
these is the agreement of the National Standardization 
Institutes of Nordic countries(Sweden,Norway,Denmark and 
Finland!between governmental departments,shipping compa­
nies , banks , insurances companies ,etc. which has greatly 
reduced the documentation procedures. Moreover the exe­
cution of the port conferences and seminars in national 
levels. comprising all parties who are involved in this 
business,regularly can be a great attempt towards the 
improvement of the port performance and a solution for 
many of the related problems.
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3iS~lmpact5 of Technological Changes on Ports
As was mentioned esirlier ports are international gates of 
any country and as such they are open to foreign tra­
des. They are under the consequences and impacts of the 
changes in the shippinq,mainly through the ships or in 
other words ,ports are the functions of shipping require­
ments.
Technological changes mainly occur in the developed coun­
tries when there is a need increase speed , improve the 
standard of the work , or to reduce costs.The general 
direction of these trends is toward the replacement of 
manpower by mechanized and automated equipment.Therefore, 
ports as very labour-intensive places,always are chal­
lenged to reduce the number of the men/ton of the handled 
cargo or to change entire profession or update the deqree 
of knowledge and skills.In other cases the used manife­
stations of technology also become too slow and unecono­
mical and must be replaced with modern and updated 
technology.
Impacts of the technoloqical changes on ports do not ap 
ply only to cargo hand lino equipment and technology which 
almost always are more in exposure of the common view or 
changes, but also happen in ' all aspects of the? port 
systems ,mainly in port planning,financing ,adminstration 
such as the applications of the computers,radar and ship 
and cargo handling simulators in different departments of 
a port.
-1
Changes in'ships have a direct influence on the shape of 
berths ,mobile and mounted quay equipment ,for example 
the generation and improvement of container ships or 
Ro/Ro systems and inevitable construction and 
establishment of container terminals with heavy . mobile
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and quay mounted cranes or Ro/Ro berths in many ports in 
the world.
Developed countries as the oriqin of the technology gra­
dually have adapted themselves the chanues of industry 
although they have met economic pressures and even crises 
as a result of these adaptations.But the case is greatly 
different in developing countries,for a few basic rea­
sons ( f inancial sources and qualified personnelSome 
developing maritime countries are partly behind or have 
started to extent to approach ,systematically and some 
some started but not in comprehensive approach within 
their port industries.Developina countries,whatever the 
reason for their inability to adapt will pay ,aiccording 
to the volume of their trade obligatorily compensations 
in different terms the most famous types are demurrages 
and higher freight rates,in which they may not consider 
the sum of these qradual compensations and improye it by 
short and long-term appropriate treatments.
Efficiency and effectiyeness of the port management is 
largely dependent upon how,when and how much a port has 
been adapted to and updated in the different aspects of 
the technology which may concern the ports.For instance 
in bulk trade there are bulk installations which are able 
to load a ship at a rate of about 2000 tons/hour in many 
of the deyeloped ports.Bulk carriers which are subject to 
well co-ordinated superyision and inland transport with 
conyentional bulk discharging systems haye been able to 
discharge a maximum of 2'50 t/hour in two shifts wiiih full 
gangs.In Iran with its great volume of annual bulk trades 
-about 3 to 4 million tonnes- a ship with 30,000 tons of 
grain sometimes has discharged only 100—200 tonnes in two 
shifts in some ports because of the lack of reserve sto­
rage facilities within the port to release the ship even 
with the conventional system as quickly as possible.
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which in the normal turnround for the;se types of ships is 
about IG to 15 days.Iran's own national ships and those 
which had being chartered had long waiting times to come 
alongside other than do the trade in an acceptable annual 
rate.Also in an approach which carried out by Professor 
A.D.Couper,in 1982 in a terminal in India , 5000 workers 
were engaged with the operation of a bulk coal carrier,- 
which for the same ship in the port of origin with the 
application of an automated system(grab and conveyors! 
only used lA workers .
Although the application of technology in some of the 
developing countries should be considered very cautiously 
because of large populations and low cost,adaptation of 
such technology is inevitable to some extent to ensure 
safeness of the national economy.
In the case of Iran this backwardness is among the major- 
shortcomings of the port authorities ,which have remained 
from the long-term neglect of the management in ports , 
where man handling and ship's gears are the regular 
features of the port operations ever in southern por'bs 
that handle the major parts of the foreign trades. 
Examining the foregoing , it becomes clear that the -need 
for wel1-gualified managers at different levels to 
examine and cope with -the basic shortcomings of- the ports 
particularly operational,is of great importance for the 
appropriate adaptation of the port to the technological 
changes in shipping.
3.9- Factors determining port operation eguipment and 
f aci1ities
Port operation eguipment and facilities play a signifi­
cant role in the effectiveness and efficiency of port 
toward its short,medium-and long-term goals and objecti­
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ves. T'neref ore in both aspects these services which are 
provided entirely for ship safety(in marine departments') 
and for throuqh transport at the least passible of costs 
(in cargo handling departments) throuahout the world,are 
going to receive more attention for the provision of co­
ordinated and sophisticated equipment,for the purpose of 
coping with the general port function which in both 
aspects is assurance of more safety for the ship and as 
much as possible throuqh tranport of goods at low costs 
as mentioned above.
Efficient and effective ports with well equipped berths 
with modern mobile and quay mounted cranes or capable and 
in-service modern and w€?li maintained marine crafts oi:' 
aids; to navigation equipment in port and hairbour area aar-e 
important factors to be considered for the esccilation of 
the annual port operation rates and greatly can cope with 
pos;-sible excess volume of the traxde in tha^t port.Thereby
fsome ma.ior elements which can be determined when they are 
required to be bought are as follows:
1-Marine operation equipment:
-type and maiximum tannage of ship which can approach the 
port
-channel or river features(length,width,depth,tide,etc>
-weather and sea condition
i
-port traffic and
-port personnel(quality and quantity)
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2-Carqo handlina equipment 
-type of vessel
-maintenance availabi1ities
-nature of the trade(general carqo,dry bulk,liquid or dry 
bulk,unitized systems,etc!
-weather conditions
-present resources
-present caroo handling costs
-market cDnditions(national and international)
-traininq facilities and programmes and 
-em p1oy m en t const raints
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4.1-Introduction
The Ports and Shipping Organization CP.S.O) is the legal 
maritime body in Iran responsible for the port authorities 
and including their construction,operations and represen­
tative of the Islamic government of Iran for maritime and 
shipping affairs.The history of the establishment of
P.S.O. under different names and ministries dates back 
about '178 years. Its f irst official name was the Insti’bute 
of Por’bs and Shipping, but in ISd'! because of the improve­
ment of the ports,the title of "Orpanization"was added.In 
fact for the purpose of the recognition of the importance 
of port operations and the enforcement of 'the maritime
laws of the country„etc.many other organizations within 
the governmental system of the country have more authority 
relatively in comparing with the pure ministries affairs, 
to execute its significant and technical functions appro­
priately and economically.The P.S.O is under the auspices 
of the Ministry of Roads- and Transportation,responsible to 
deputy minister and has its own constitution.Its central 
office is located in Tehran with a total number of 7091 
permanent personnel who are mainly working in port autho­
rities in the south and north.Figure 3 shows the organiza­
tional chart of the P.S.O .
4.1.1-P.S.O. Prolnlnent
The prominent who are the most important decision 
for the P.S.O are as follows;
makers
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1--High Cauncil
This council is composed of the Minister of the Economy , 
The Minister of Roads and Tranportation ,The Minister of 
Planning and Budgeting and the Commander of the ^4avv or 
their deputies.
The responsibilities of the council include specification 
of the general policy of the P.S.O. ratification of 
tariffs of port dues for submitting to higher bodies,ap­
proval of the budget of P.S.O its annual report,organiza­
tional chart , and .-iob description of the related depart­
ments .
2-The managing director and deputy to the Minister of 
Roads and Transportation,who has the highest and rank 
within the P.S.O. and responsibility to higher bodies.
3 - T h e e K e c l.i t i v e c o l! n c i 1
This council is composed of the managing director and 
his/her four deputies.
The council in fact provides the outlines of the sugge­
stions and proposals for the'hich council and approval of 
the important internal decisions.
/
4.1.2-Categories of qualification in P.S.O
One of the main elements of improving the efficiency of 
Iran's ports is to supply,quantitatively and qualitatively 
the ports authorities with the personnel and managers able 
to perform ,supervise and manage the assigned functions 
properly and appropriately.
Tabie 4 indicates the P.S.O personnel according to their 
educational backgrounds" which for the last 12 years had
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been decreased,can be distinguished.lt is clear that there 
is a lack of pe^rsonnel capable of handling the very impor­
tant functions of the maritime administration such as port 
operation managment,financina,port construction,ports and 
maritime training. Table : 5
Total number of p.s.o 
personnel
M.Sc B.Sc Associate 
of art
23 303 78
high high school literature
school Ist phase
920 o (■ o / 2030
0.3% 4.2% 12.8% 52.7% 29%
4.1.3-Structure of the P.S.O.
The central office is divided into five deputy depart­
ments: operations,technica1,finance and adminstrative,port 
planning and port authorities.The training department and
the legal jury are not as big as the deputy district and 
are therefore managed and supervised directly by the high 
general director in two different departments.
Each deputy according to the rate of activities has two , 
three or more directorate districts,but port authorities 
other than those of Hormuzgan(Bandar Abassl with an extra 
deputy department in construction,have three depart­
ments,namely operations,technical and finance and admi-
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nistrative affairs.
Operations departments of the port authorities,which are 
the main concern of this pra.-ject, are different dependinn 
on the size of the port,trade and its activity, but compo­
sed of the main parts of the total port personnel and in 
different ports have two,three,four or five sub-ordinate 
departments as follows?
1-Harbour Master
2-Dredqinq and Channel Safety Dept
3-Reqistration Dept
4 - C a r q D H a n d 1 i n q D e p t
5 - C o n t a i n e r D e p t
The? port authorities of Hormozqan (Bandar Abass) , particu­
larly after the imposed war,have the largest number of 
personnel and operations.
4.1.2-Niationa 1 f unct ions of the P , S . 0
1-Management of the se?aports and marine commercial affairs 
of the country
2-Establishment,completion and development of the buil­
dings , f aci 1 ities , ports and marine commercial work shops 
and related tools and equipment and their utilization ;
3-Provision,regulation and enforcement of the 
concerning the seaports and maritime affairs
regulations
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4- Regulation of the pilotage of ships with the ratifica­
tion of the high council of P.S.O. ;
5- Management of loading ,discharging and handling of car­
goes within the port areas
6- Managing of the communications networksCradio,tele- 
gramme , telephone , teletype , etc) within the port authori­
ties ;
7- Comprehensive supervision of coastal and commercial 
shipping affairs with diligence in their developments of 
them and ensuring the safety of navigation the perfor­
mance of any necessary actions leads to the improvement 
and development of comm.ercial and coastal shipping acti­
vities ;
S-Establishment and management of signals and lights, 
buoys. bacons.etc. for the safety of navigation of 
ships and other marine crafts;
9-Registration of commercial ships,pleasure craft and 
vessels and enforcement of the re lasted regulations
•10-Grantinq of certificates of competency to seafarers and 
vessels according to the related regulations;
11- Collection of port and river dues and charges related 
to discharging,loading,transportation and warehousing 
and other incomes according to regulations either 
directly or through other governmental organisations;
12- Enforcement of the national maritime law and execu­
tion of the duties granted to the P.S.O. and other
related concerns;
13- Assiqninq and enforcement of the manner of application 
and the rate of utilising port faci1ities,equipment, 
movable and fixed P.S.O properties according to the 
ratification of high council ;
14- Scientific research and study of ports and marine 
affairs and commercial shipping ;
15- Provision and regulation of the annual and long-term 
plan and enforcement after the approval of the high 
counci1;
16- Investigation of the international proposals and agree­
ments related to the ports and shipping and commercial 
navigation for the purpose of submitting to higher 
bodies;
17- Membership of the international! related organisations 
with the approval of the high council and parliament;
IS-Attending of international conferences and associations 
related to the ports and shipping ;
19- Determination of the free zones,if necessary and provi­
sion of its regulations and conditions of utilization 
with the approval of the high council and parliament
20- Control and management of the railways from the inner 
switch point to outer ones in the port areas and also 
the providing of wagons and locomotives and related 
facilities and other necessary tools for the purpose of 
the transportation of the loaded or discharged goods 
into the open and closed areas ;
7 A-
21- Establishment of the pilotage schools and merchant ma­
rine personnel and selection of students to go abroad 
for education in specialised courses with regard to the 
P.S.O,
22- Issuance of the permission of the establishment of 
berth and other facilities and equipment after the 
approval of its project plan,with regard to the rights 
of supervision and utilisation of P.S.O. ?
23- Issuance of the permission for the establishment of the 
. offices,seaman's clubs,restaurants .stores and other
necessary facilities by the request of competent appli­
cants . Furthermore , P . S . 0 with regards to its own possi­
bilities in ports is authorised to arant the land for 
those facilities in terms of leasing ;
24- Granting of some parts of services the execution of 
which by the competent private sectors are economical 
and advisable ;and
25- Effort in the reduction of freight rates to Iranian 
ports with port equipment and speeding up of the loa­
ding and discharging of goods and elimination of the 
waiting times of ships for the purpose of the suppor­
ting the national economy ;
4.2-P.S.O and the imposed war
Iran one year after the Islamic revolution became involved 
in an imposed war,which in September 1987 will be the 7th 
anniversary.If it does not lead to a solution or victory 
for Iranian islamic forces during these six years every
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body and every organisation whether governmental or not„- 
has been involved supporting the armed foroes,particularly 
ports which are the essential for the protection of the 
provisions and requirements of the country and war.From 
the first moment of the war port authorities of Khoram- 
shahr and Abadan were two of the*<main targets *or elements 
for the beginning of this imposed war and many of the per­
sonnel of the ports and other marine industries sacrificed 
their lives to handle*and release the main marine crafts 
and equipment within the port area to safe ports and pla­
ces .
Port of Khorasha.hr had a great role in the cargo handling 
of the foreign trade of the country for almost few centu­
ries, in which about 70% of the total S0% of the trades 
passed through the seaport.About 70% used to be served by 
the port authorities of Khoramshahr and Imam Khomainy, the 
former is totally out of use and in the latter the activi­
ties dropped greatly—to about 30% and less,with regard to 
its very dangerous location near the borders about 45 km 
and by the entrance channel about 17km at the nearest 
point—therefore the use of the port of Khomaony was a 
vital neccessity with sacrificing of the many of lives 
from this port, and other ports,particularly pilots and tug 
boat personnel,really this port played its essential role 
till the completion of the new port pro.jects in Bandar 
Abass and Chah ba har and extension of the old .ports.Port 
construction and extension under the great financial,ope­
rational , social and political pressures and crisis were 
completed,through the appropriate and strict attention and 
supervision of the P.S.O and the ministries about the 
beginning of 1984.Tables 5 and 6 are witness to these 
great efforts, in term's of comparisons the available berths 
before the war(22 sep 19811 and in 1984.
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Table 5 ^i^i^yailable,'Berths in Iranian ■ Seaports ^ .0«. 22 September
1981 at. the- b.eQinai«93of the War.
Name of port Length/m to. B berth barg;.ng I
length
Khoramshahr " 207Q 13 2 500
Imam khomaini 6180 33 3 1224
Eushehr 350 2 % 60
Abass 1050 6 3 250
Sh.Rajaee 1000 5 - -
Anzali 400 4 -
Nooiushahr 300 2 - “
Total 11350 65 9
f
2034
Table .p i|,vailable erths'in K'98'A
Total
4,3-Types of ports and ownership in Iran
4.3.1-Types of ports in Iran
There are three distinguishable port tupes in Iran,namely:
1- Seaports(commercial ports)
2- Oil terminals and
3-Fishinq and regional passenger ports
It should be noted that within the islands in the Persian 
Gulf for facilitation of the life of the local people of 
the islands there is free traide system with southern cdut’- 
tries borderinc! the Persian Gulf.
4.3.2-Port Qwnership in Iran
Ports in Iran ^^re under governmental ownership aind as 
self investments are provided by the government throuch 
the P.S.O. There are,however,different management systems 
(according to the types of trades of the ports. The diffe­
rent types of port management in Iran are as follows;
1-Port Authorities Management
In these types of ports the the permanent personnel of the 
P.S.O owns,operates and supervises all the operations 
within the seaport.
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2-Oil terminals manaqement
Iran as one of the major producers of the oil within OPEC 
has a number of very important oil termina 1 s, ports anti 
artificial islands engaged with the production and expor­
tation of crude oil.The entire operational, financial and 
personnel management of these ports are supervised by the 
Ministry of Oil.Among these ports and terminals are the 
Kharge island ,Ba^ndar Mahshahr and Siri and Lavan islands 
also Nooroore and sirus pillars are the major ones to be 
mentioned.
The P.S.O in some of the maijor oil terminals has close 
relationships in its offices in terms of co-operation in 
providing the pilots ( Bandar Mahshahr) or legal govern­
mental procedures and P.S.O financial interests in tanker 
operations within Iranian ter ri toriess CKharg island).
3 - C Li B t o m B P arts
Port customs has been one of the oldest organirations 
which,up to 1973 along with the P.S.O had been under one 
ministry but within two different districts.In most of the 
ports according to the law,regional and cabotage trade 
with U.A.E,Qatar,Bahrain,Kuwait,India,Pakistan,etc.,by 
tradition small vessels have an important activity mainly 
in regional exports/imports and partly passevigers. Smal 1 
but very important ports under this category are governed 
and supervised by customs officers.
After any development and port construction projects for 
the purpose of the international trades in a particular 
port,P.S.O takes over the port authority responsibilities. 
Presently in the major ports,a department called the port 
office within the customs organization custom,is in charge 
of the P.S.O legal duties.These major ports are:
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1-Hindi,7 an
2- Genaveh
3- Kish and
4- QiBhem
4.4-Port Operation System in Iran
Port operation in the terms of pilotaqe,tug boat services 
dredging and aids to navigation in South and North ports 
are; government controlled and mamaged^In southern ports 
there are also private activities in tug and barge servi­
ces which sometimes even maiy compete with the P.O.S.
There are two main operational differences between nor­
thern and southern ports„
4.4.1-Northern system
In the port authorities of Anzali and Nooshahr along the 
Caspian Sea,ships up to 5000 dwt.owned by Russia operate 
regularly.
In these ports the entire operations from holds of ships 
to the port gates are handled by port authorities with the 
permanent personnel.Quays other than the mobile equipment 
are equipped with quay mounted cranes,which due to the 
nature of the trade and volume and this unique composition 
of the operation and management have had an efficient out­
put.
4.4.2-Southern system
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Cargo handling operations in southern ports which are lar­
ger have two main characteristic.Ship operations to hook 
in guays incurred by private companies,so called steve­
dores,which they be assigned through the shipping compa­
nies or cargo owners depend to case,with the supervision 
of the P.S.O,and quay and storage operations and 
delivery,directly handled and supervised by port authori­
ties, which owns whole installations and facilities within 
the port area.
4.5-Port Authorities in Iran
4.5.1-lntroduction
The structural organization of all seaports is basically 
same, but might be slightly different depending upon the 
number of berths,the annual operation,trade,port facili­
ties , wheather and location,etc.each works according to its 
volume of trade and largeness in three categories which 
may indicate the priority of the ports to each other as 
follows!
1- Directorate general district
2- Port authority department and
3- Port authority office
All of them are based on two,three or four deputy dis­
tricts, which were mentioned in the beginning of this chap­
ter. The main common facilities of these have been shown in 
table 6 There are 11 port authorities in Iran in both the 
south and the north,with which this thesis is mainly con­
cerned. An introduction to each is as follows:
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This port is situated on Arvand River and before the im­
posed war was the most important and largest port of Iran, 
because of its ancient and political feature and naval 
base.It has great facilities such as rai1way,airport,popu­
lated town and important national and international agen­
cies.This .port was engaged mainly with general cargo. Due 
to its very close position to the other side of the border 
river, it was hit in the early staiges of the war and the 
eastern part of the port was occupied 22 days after the 
beginning of the war,involve heroic battle of the civil­
ians and guerillas during this period. It was reoccuppied 
IS months later by Iranian forces but mainly that part 
were destroyed.
4.5.3 - P o r t A u t h o r i t y o f A b a d a n
This port,also situated on the eastern coasts of the 
Arvand river, was to be one of the districts of the port- 
authority of Khoramshahr and also has as an oil terminal 
port run by the Ministry of Oil.The Abadan oil refinery 
which was the biggest in the world,during the war in spite 
of more than one year pressure of the enemy from all 
directions was never occupied,but badly damaged.This port 
other than general cargo operations,which mainly belonged 
to the Ministry of Oil also was a port with great facili­
ties for bunkering.After the imposed war all the personnel 
of these mentioned ports were distributed over other sea­
ports which were suddenly faced with a great burden in 
operation.
4.5.2-Port Authority of Khoramshahr
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A.5.4“PDrt Authority of Khomairii
This port is a directorate district and situated at the 
end of the Khor Musa Channel in the northeast part of the 
Persian Gulf.lt is the deepest seaport of Iran with great 
geographical and port characteristics.lt has very impor­
tant industries such as gas and petro-chemical complexes 
with the railway and road networks and a great potential 
for further developments.lt has always played an important 
role in the foreign trade of the country particularly 
after the war.The container terminal in Iran was built in 
this port and there is an incompleted project for grain 
which is one of the main items of the imports of the 
country in this port.The port has been equipped with iron 
ore mechamical faci1ities.Before the war it was a very 
operational port both in cargo and in tanker which passed 
this port toward Bandar Mahshahr.The permanent number of 
th e po rt employers i ;s a boL.it 1800, but steved ores and labou r 
co-opera.tives are operational as well activity.
4.5.5-Port Authority of Bushehr
This port is situated in the north east of the Persian 
Gulf and has a directorate authority and is one of the 
ancievit ports of the country.lt is involved in merchant 
marine trades,a naval base and fishing and regional pas­
senger traffic.lt is a small port with mainly few berth 
for general cargo and direct delivery grain cargo hand­
ling. It is a capital city equipped with an airport.Port 
authority personnel are about 409 and are under the port 
extension projects.
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This port is Located in south of the country right on the 
North of the Hormoz Strait in the Persian Gulf and is one 
the oldest ports in Iran's maritime history.It has played 
in different centuries a qreat role in the military and 
economical and soyereiqnty of the country in the Persian 
Gulf and Oman sea repion.
Presently this port is the most important seaport of Iran 
with its great facilities both in-shore and off shore 
and,about 170Q permanent personnel .As a part of the 
national projects,great attempts are being made to connect 
this port to the national railway network,Recent1y and 
particularly since the imposed war the aovernment has paid 
greaxt attention to the? establishment and deyelopment of 
the port infrastructure such as the deyelopment of shi­
pyard, water and power supply,town facilities and the city 
of the port is the capital of the Hormozcan state.In this 
port there are many pirivate companies which supply or sup­
port the mari'ne industrie?s operations and activities and 
the port is equipped with an international airport and 
naval base.
4.5.7-Port Authority of Shaheed Rajaee
This port is a new port compleK which is constructed about 
30 km in western part of the old port of Bandar Abass and 
came into full use in 1984 after about 10 years of cons­
truction , Particular ly since the imposed war,great attempts 
were made by the government to substitute it for ports 
lost in the war zones.The complex is equipped with about 5 
km berth and well situated and designed storage facilities 
and container terminal,Ro/Ro berth,heavy lift cargo berth 
and large potential for the furthcer extensions and deve-
4>5.6- Port authoritv of Hormo^gan
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lopments in all aspects.
Presently there is united supervision for both the old and 
the new port and the port trainina centre of the Shaheed 
Rajaee is located in this port.
4.5.8-Port Authority of the Shaiheed Beheshti C Chah Ba har)
As was mentioned earlier,one of the most important factors 
which since the imposed war found very critical and sen- 
stive feature in coping with the countries absolute requi­
rements were the port capacity which reduced suddenly 
about 6D% to 70% .Therefore very great efforts and super­
vision were paid to the construction of a new port complex 
with temporary berths installations in this port,which 
in fact must be considered as the first Iraniam general 
cargo port in the Indian Ocean.The new port construction 
about 3 years after the war became operational in 1984 and 
is situated in the Bay of the Chah Ba har.At the same time 
the merchant marine faculty of 'the Chah Ba har was reope­
ned and the port is going to be further developed as a 
national project to protect the east and southeast part of 
the country and developed an efficient transport system 
and consequently have a positive impact on the socio-eco- 
nomical aspects of this vast state which for centuries h^is 
been nearly forgotten .
4.5.8-Port Authority of Karg island
There is a small port authority in this island and it is 
mainly engaged with the enforcement of the rules and regu­
lations and financial interests of P.S.O resulting from 
the traffic of the tankers and also execution of the port 
authority responsibilities to the local fishing and wooden 
cargo endows which are engaged in the regional trades and
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fishina.
A.5.9-PDrt Authority of Anrali
This port is the biggest and most important port of the 
country in the north along the Caspian Sea and at the same 
time it is the base for the fishery fleets of the North 
Iranian Industrial Catch Company and a naval base.It is 
constructed in the estuary of Anrali Lagoon and is a port- 
directorate district with about 896 permanent employees. 
The main difference between this port and ports in the 
south parts of the country as was mentioned is that all 
operations are managed by port authoritie?s personnel. The­
re is a port training centre which is engaged mainly with 
refresher courses in deck and technical fields for the 
port itself and sometimes deckhands for the national 
fieets.
After the systematic improvements of the marine industries 
during the Islamic government,the Ninistry of the Culture 
and Higher Education established a marine technical school 
at the high school level and four years duration in diffe­
rent fields of the marine industries runs mainly with the 
co-operation of the navy and P.S.O in the provision of the 
required teachers.
4.5.10- Port Authority of the Nooshahr
This is the second commercial port of Iran in the Caspian 
Sea,but less important and active than the previous port 
but similar in operational character,with total permanent 
personnel about AOO.It is engaged with tanker trade if 
necessary.
In 1982 The Noo Shahr Marine Higher Education Centre main-
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1y for navy purposes was established«
4.5.11-Port Authority of Oroo miyeh
There is a biq salty lake in the northwest of the country 
which connects the two states of West and East Asarbi,1an 
and also a few islands which are populated and important 
in agricultural terms.This port is engaged,with the local 
passenger and cargo trades and recently tourists-The port 
structure is based on two sections as financial and 
technical 5 operational departments,with total personnel 
about 51,
4.6-P.S.O AND INTERNATIONL RELATIONSHIPS
4.6.1- Introduction
As was mentioned earlier P.S.O as the legal maritime body 
and as the maritime adminstration of the Iran is respon­
sible for membership in different related international 
organizations and agencies with regard to the interests of 
the country and approval of the authorized bodies depen­
dent upon the liabilities.
4.6.2- Importance of maritime international organizations
International relationships had improved and developed 
after the first and mainly the second world war,particu­
larly with great participation of the newly independent 
countries.
Ports as a good sample of physical means of international 
relationships in a maritime country are parts which form
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and need the international relationships.This concept 
generally can be developed in different aspects for the 
improvement of politics,economics,social.technica1 and 
cultural life,operations and new procedures,etc.
In maritime industries which have international characte 
ristics ,and quite significant importance in different 
national objectives,the need for maritime international 
re1ationship,especia11y for developing countries like Iran 
with it's vital interests and important sea location,is a 
must which should be considered seriously.
Improvements of relevant standards in port industries 
shipping,fishing,shipyards,etc.in the world at the inter­
national level affect the national marine industries.The 
international maritime organizations and agencies,mainly 
under the auspices of the United Nations are sources to be 
systematically considered and approached.To make the best 
use of the facilities available from the iiiternational 
maritime organizations,it is appropriate and logical to 
become a member and then establish a systetfiatic approach 
for participation different sessions of these agencies for 
the purpose of qaining maximum possible information about 
the changes and improvements regarding the marine indus­
tries. Without this systematic approach to participation 
and more by developing countries with different limita­
tions or inabilities in obtaining the results of any 
improvements and changes in the world of the shipping and 
ports,the national standards in those fields cannot be 
co-ordinated and adjusted with the minimum international 
requirements which at least operationally,economically and 
managerially in that country those industries will be suf­
fered .
4.6.3-The Role of the Training Department in National 
Maritime Adminstration
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Whether the training and international relationship depar- 
ment in the maritime adminstration of a country is respon­
sible for or not,which in the case of Iran is,the resLAlts 
of all regular and irregular meetings,conferences,semi­
nars, etc. at any level and whether participated or not , 
must be appropriately received and analysed through the 
reports of the participants and then be issued by national 
instruments for the adaptation and conformity of the 
national rules and regulation . To do this very important 
national function,this department must first be well 
assigned and equipped with the quantitative and qualita­
tive personnel since this is the main element.With the 
proper deployment of this team and other resources the 
creation of an national systematic approach can be achie­
ved .
4.6.4-Iran and International Maritime Organizations
As a consequences of some of the above mentioned situation 
regarding the interest of Iran in the maritime industries 
particularly after the recent development of national 
fleets and ports in the last two decades,there has been 
a decrease in interest in the ratification of some of the 
I.M.O conventions which mainly are concerned with the port 
operations as are mentioned in Table S .Although Iran has 
been one’ of the pioneers of the establishment of the U.N 
and I.M.O,at present there are still some backwardnesses 
of the P.S.O and other marine industries. But according to 
the latest infomation recieved from P.S.O there is project 
in analysing and investigating some of the major important 
I.M.O,conventions as regards national interests as the 
first step in the systematic approach toward the ratifica­
tion of the following conventions which are indicated in
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table 10
Table 10 Ratified Conventions.
NUMBER Name of the Convention
1 S.O.L.A.S. 1960
2 TONNAGE MEASUREMENTS!969
3 LOAD LINE 1966
4 . S.T.C.W1978 HAS BEEN ACCEPTED BY THE
HIGH COUNCIL OF P.S.O AS A MINIMUM OPE­
RATIONAL GUIDELINE UNTILL NATIONAL 
PROCEDURES OF APPROVALS TO BE COMPLETED
Table 11 indicates the situation of Iran and international 
maritime or port organizations.
. YEAR OF . 1945 1957 1958 1961 1965 19
. MEMBER SHIP .
. NAME OF . ILO lALA IMO IHO lAPH UNCTAD
. ORGANIZATION.
The following I.M.O conventions are going to be ratified
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by Iran in the future:
1- S.T.C.W 1978.
2- S.O.L.A.S. 1974
3- MARPOL 73/74
4- COLREG 1972
5- -INT. CONVENTION IN INTERVENTION IN HIGH SEAS 1969
6- CIVIL CONVENTION (CL01969
7- FUND CONVENTION 1971
4,7 . £)hortcominas of port authorities in Iran
Port problems in different countries differ from one to 
another.In the ports of developed countries the possible 
important problem may be in the form of the lack of 
financial sources for new inventions or obtaining the 
maximum efficient output,but on the other hand many of the 
ports in developing countries may suffer from the:
1- traditional design of the port construction
2- lack of financial resources for reconstruction' and new 
developments.
3- lack or poor port management and
4- lack or insufficiency of the port or maritime training 
centers.
The important common problem of the ports of developing
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countries in addition to the consequences of the 
colonialism and the World War II ,is the backwardness 
resulted from the inability to cope with the rapid changes 
in the shipping industry and consequently their impact on 
ports as the servant of the shipping and foreign trade. 
This gap became more apparent particularly after the rapid 
developments in the unitization trades,especially
containerization.
In the case Iran's port problems which will be indentified 
and presented here with the historical background , there 
has bee^n port construction and developments on a great 
scale in the last two decades. Similair to many other deve­
loping countries there have not been co-ordinated develop- 
merits in all aspects, particular ly throuah a systematic- 
approach to the training of the port personnel at all 
leyels.The delay between the different phases of the port 
projects within the ports themselyes and with -other essen­
tial hinterland requirements lead to a ae?neral deficiency 
and consequently the generatio-n of new problems and an 
entirely a incomprehensible port complex.
Before the Islamic reyolution when parts of the present 
port installations were constructed,there had been great 
opportunities in terms of time,financial sources and 
international availabilities to be used,but as mentioned 
earlier there has not been a constant management of ports 
with a high attitude and outlook to consider a systematic 
approach to the port development.Consequently after the 
revolution and the consequences of the imposed war,one 
year of new government,wi11 not be appropriate to judge 
although in spite of the results of the long term war 
destructions.In this short period there have been great 
systematic approaches in marine industries as basic requi­
rements which before had been neglected.
9-1
Those impoE'tant neglects miKed with a huge escalation of 
the foreign trade volume and obligatorily operational 
activities within the ports with regard to the basic lack 
of mechanised and automated cargo hand line and trained 
personnel have lead to the present visible and invisible 
deficiencies of the port in Iran,particularly in operatio­
nal sections.The following shortcomings were, identified 
from investigation and experience after 12 years service 
in different levels of responsibilities.
1- L.ack of the existence of a maritime university or port 
institutions for training at different levels in the 
country before 1976. These were established late in 1976 
with a low output in the beginning,,
2- Ina.deguacv of organizational set-up of the . S . 0 . and 
port authorities with respect to the-assigned and actual! 
functions and operations.with regard to the combination 
of the maritime adminstration and port authorities and 
management in one departme?nt.
3- Rapid posting and deposting of senior and some times 
middle managers in ports and headguarters created a 
generally unsystemaitic approach to port developments and 
particularly in port operation systems which were sub­
ject to great impactsi from the changes in the shipping 
world.
4- Unsystematic approach to the international organiza­
tions,such as IMO,UNCTAD, IAPFn, ILO etc as reliable sour­
ces of international technical and educational assistan­
ces .
job descriptions with respect to
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5-Inadeguacy of the
actual operatitan and duties.
6- -Lack of the appropriate knowledge of English at the
different levels of the managers in ports amd head— 
quarters of port authorities and P.S.O. where such res­
ponsibilities lav.
7- Lack and shortage of the technical and theoretical 
knowhow of the personnel of stevedoring companies.
8~Inadequacy of the co-operation - between internal depart­
ments and port users,such as cargo owners.shipping com­
panies , customs , agents , transport systems, and shippers.
9-Lcick of an aipproach towards the organisation of con­
ferences, seminars in marine or port activities at the 
national level, and exposing port problems to public- 
view .
ID-Lack of systematic traininq programmes for the updatinq 
of the knowhow of the personnel at different periods, 
particularly for the non-marine oriented personnel and 
managers who need to have at least a general knowledge 
of the national and international maritime industries.
11- Inadequacy of the approach toward the application of 
the technological changes of shipping on ports,particu­
larly in relation to palletisation and containeriza­
tion.
12- Lack of any medium and long-term manpower planning.
13- Centralised port management system.
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14-Lack of systematic and permanent motivations for 
cialists to be at ports.
spe-
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After this brief survey of the port authority system in 
Iran.it will be appropriate to some extent to describe two 
port authorities and management systems ,the port of Rot~ 
terdam and port of Gothenburg in Sweden.
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4.S.1.1-Locstion and ownership:
Port of Rotterdam is situated at the combined mouth of 
the rivers Rhine and Haas, with direct lock and bridge 
providing free access to the open sea.lt has a sophistica­
ted network of waterways,roads,rai1ways and piplines lin­
king it with the continental hinterland.
The port is controlled by the city council and area of the 
responsibility of the council includes port operation of 
the dock basins,guays and sites and planning,construction 
and the ensuring of orders and safety measures.
Aims of the port are to improve all functions of the port 
and selective industrial expansion and promotion of the 
good relationship between industries and customers and 
prospective customers of the Rotterdam port and new water­
way area,which is enforced by the port of Rotterdam autho­
rity in collaboration with other local authority depart­
ments .
The city council has entrusted the management of the port
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the name of the port of Rotterdam and port users mainly 
deal with this department.
4.8.1.2~Responsibilities of the Port Authority are to 
ensure
1-the safety in port
2“the efficient movement of the very dense traffic
3- the adherence to port regulations and
4- managing of the dock basins, guays and similar facili­
ties, particularly design,built and maintain new basins,- 
quays and yards.The port authority has nothing to do 
with cargo handling.
4.8.1.3- Responsibilities of the Dutch government in the 
port
The central government also has certain responsibilities 
and controls in the port area because of the Nieuwe Maas. 
The new waterwav and entrance to the port,the pilotaae and 
docks,buoys and beacons are all state controlled.
4.8.1.4- Structure of the port is composed of
1- local authorities
2- the employers and
3- the employees
4.8.1.5- Rotterdam Port Employers,AssociationCSVZ):
The SVZ is the result of the combination of all the forces 
in port and transport business which was formed in 1907 
and presently consists of 250 transport and port compa­
nies .
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4.10.1.6-Functians of SVZ
The primary functions of the SVZ in the beginninq were:
1- the establishment of controlled conditions in port ope­
ration and
2- the prevention of disputes between employers cind emp­
loyees
But in time SVZ developed to become a co-ordination centre
for the:
1- social sectors
2- economic sectors
3- technical sectors
4- commercial sectors
5- administrative sectors and
6- educational sectors.
SVZ also
i)-watches over the interests of the shipowners whose 
vessels call at Rotterdam,in respect of pilotage,cus­
toms,port dues,contact with local authorities, etc,. 
The general aim in this respect is to improve fast 
turn-round for ships calling at Rotterdam
ii:i-maintains and consolidates relations with shippers,- 
receivers,forwarders,hauliers and the railways and
iii)-negotiates with trade unions
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4.10.1.7-Port Operation System
1- Cargo handling
Most of the dock yards, quays and industrial sites are 
leased on a long-term basis(25 years or morelto private 
firms.The sheds,the cranes, and equipment,al1 cold stores, 
silos and storage tanks belong to these firms.
Cargo handling is operated entirely by the private enter­
prises, such as shipowners,stevedores,forwarders and ware­
housing and storage firms.
2- Pilotage System
The Dock and Pilotage Service Departments of the Port of 
Rotterdam Authority are authorized only in the dock 
basins. It controls the safety measures and port traffic 
and the state pilotage service«pi1ots sea-goinq vessels 
into and out of the port.Both departments are controlled 
from the Captain's Room of the port,the co-ordination 
centre,which is run from the port authority building.
4.10.1.S-Stevedorinq in Rotterdam
Stevedores load and discharge vessels directly into or 
from barges,rai1way,wagons,trucks,coasters or other sea— 
going ships or indirectly via the quay or shed where the 
goods are kept in short-term storage in their own sheds 
pending onward transport.Warehousing and storage firms are 
geared to indefinite storage.As a rule ,goods will be sto­
red by one of these firms if the time of production or 
arrival does not coincide with the time of sale or con­
sumption. They act as a distribution centre for unknown 
destinations.Stevedores have dockyards with deep water
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berthinq,fully equipped with sheds,cranes and transport. 
4.10.1.9-~Port equipment and facilities
Port of Rotterdam in many types of actiyities and fiqures 
IS the largest in the world,with a 500 km radius its acti­
vities coyer Europe.In fact it is a port of different 
ownership,management;' different types and sophisticated 
equipment and more than 30,000 sea-qoing ships annually 
call at Rotterdam to discharge or load goods.Therefore for 
this great amount of dense traffic and efficient ope­
rations which is one of the characteristics of the port,- 
there should be yery sophisticated and aporooriate number
of facilities and equipment to cope with the aims and 
objectives of the port.
Table 12 below shows some facts about the port 
dam in terms of facilities and equipment;
1—lenqth of quays: >57,410 m
2—sheds and wairehouses; 1,420,2'S6 sq /m
3-cold storage: 61,044 sq/m
4-si1 os; 468,500 ton
5-dry bulk cargo; 5,621,300 ton
6~tank storage : 32,280 cub/m
7—floating elevators: 8
S-loadinq brides; 20
9-cranes:
10-floating cranes: 16
11—floating derricks; 20
12—shore—based elevators; 19
13-container cranes: 31
14-tugs: 46
15-ramps(rol1 on/roll off]i : 14
of Rotter-
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4.S.2.1-General introduction
Sweden is situated in the northern part of Europe and has 
a population of just over S mil lion.Most people are emp­
loyed in industry and this means Sweden is a highly 
industrialised country and extremely dependent on a larae 
foreign trade.
Sweden has no land communication except with Norway and 
Finland,and the rest of the Swedish boarderline is 
sea.The coastline has a total length of about 2,5D0 km 
and more than 90% of the foreign trade of Sweden is 
seaborne.The importance of Swedish seaports becomes very 
explanatory in its national economy and transport system. 
There are about 200 ports 40 of which handle about 80% of 
the total seaborne trade.
4,8 2.2-Port ownership in Sweden
All Swedish ports are own6?d by the municipalities and 
normally any municipality administers its port by means 
of harbour boards.
The members of a harbour board are appointed by the 
Municipal Council.This means that the board members and 
the directors of the board represent the various 
political parties,which together form the municipal 
council.
The objectives and responsibility of the board are stated 
in regulations established by the municipal council,As
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the port is a part of the municipal administration„the 
real leqal and financial responsibi1itv is borne by the 
municipal council,Any decision in financial matters and 
tariffs must be taken by the municipalities uoon the pro­
posal of the harbour board,because the council is the 
formal owner of the port installations.
The port authority owns the ouay,cranes and accordingly 
the crane operators are employed by the port authority 
which according to the law ports are to serve trade and 
not to earn money for the municipality.A11 money collec­
ted in port business must be? kept within the port, but a 
considerable part of the capital used for financing 
expenditure in ne?w facilities hais to be borrowed. Apart 
from the fact that the competition between ports would 
preevent the port authority from keeping a high tariff 
policy,the law does not allow revenues to exceed opera- 
tina costs bv miore than 12% ,
The municipal ownership is -appropriate and advantageous 
because it facilitates the creation of a permanent system 
of co-operation between the port owner,the local enter­
prises, the export and import industry, the shippi'ng 
industry, etcin the manaigement of the port. On the other 
hand,this kind of ownership maintains a real competitive 
situation between ports on services and price and this is 
a basic incentive to make the port effective.
4.8.2.3-Duties of the harbour board
The main duties are to plan,design,construct and maintain 
all sorts of port installations and to direct and control 
the port traffic responsible for the port's economy and 
ensuring the appropriate tariffs.
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Tha harbour board has to apply to the municipal council 
for the provision of the necessary borrowed capital for 
investment purposes,which means that port authorities in 
times of tight money have to compete with each other.
4.8.2.4- Stevedoring in Swedish ports
This function is handled by private companies and not 
port authorities.According to an agreement between 
shipowners and stevedoring associations,the stevedoring 
industry shall set its tariffs at a level corresponding 
to the costs but giving no prof it.The reason for this is 
that the steve;doring industry in considered an industry 
which must serve shipping,industry and trade and nothina 
else.This means in a national or international competi­
tion a Swedish port or ports to a great extent depends on 
the ability and efficiency of a private stevedorina or 
termina1 o pe ratina cam pan y.
Earlier the port authority in a port had difficulty inf­
luencing the work and costs of stevedoring companies 
which was an improper condition.Because of this,some port 
authorities solved the problems by .means of agreements 
and became part-owners or partners of the local stevedo­
ring companies or at least of one of them,giving the port 
authority an influence on the stevedoring industry.A clo­
se and confiding co-operation between them is essential 
in the efforts to make the port technically and commer­
cially successful,
4.8.2.5- The role of the central government on ports
The central government has taken a small part in port 
affairs, therefore there are few laws concernnig the
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qovernment control of the ports.The important one among 
others states that port tariffs(charges on ships and 
goods) have to be approved by the national aidministration 
of shipping and navigation. The main reason for this is 
to make sure that the municipalities do not make extrai 
profits out of the sea-borne trade.
4.8.3-The organisation of the port of Gothenburg
4.S.3.1-Introduction
Gothenburg is the second largest city of Sweden and
Scandinavia's main seaoort with total berths of ISkm.
This port is a combination of different harbours as
follows:
1- Tor Oil Harbour is designed for tankers up to 200000 
dwt.
2- The Skania Harbour is specially built for containers, 
Roll on/Roll off and lift on/lift off,handling of unit 
load cargo with four container cranes in operation.This 
harbour is us£?d by shipping linens for the Far East and 
U.S services, Austrail ia and the U.K.
3- The inner harbour on the northern banks of the river- 
are Sanneqard Harbour for European services with 
conventional ships.
4- -The Lindholmen Harbour is for conventional services to 
the Far East.
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5- The Lundtay Harbour for shippinq lines to African 
countries and Australia.
6- In the South part of the river there are some overseas 
traffic at the Majnabbe and Stiqberq Harbours and Euro­
pean users use the Gullberq Harbour.The majority of the 
services on this side concentrate on Ro/Ro and 
Passenger ferry services to Denfnark and West Germany.
A.8.3.2-The structure of the port of Gothenburg
The operation of the port is performed by the general 
manager and seven departments as follows;
1- Secretariat department
This is composed of a secretary and legal advisers who 
are responsible for the flow of matters commissioned to 
the authority by the municipal council or by government 
bodies,the Swedish Association of ports,etc. In any case 
matters from formal or judicial points of view are 
referred to this deoartment.
2- Planninq and development department
This department is responsible for providing in time the 
necessary port facilities and services,through analysis 
of the long-range trend of transport demands with regards 
to transport techniques as well as qualities of cargo.
3- The personnel development department
This department is responsible for the development of
•IQ 4
industrial relations and industrial safety measures and 
also plans for the development of the staff through 
training courses.
4- The commercial department
This department is responsible for the marketing of port 
services and mainly is engaged in the co-operation bet­
ween shipowners and stevedoring companies for providing 
customers5and also the development of transport means^ 
methods and costs, real e?state management and puplic re­
lations .
5- The port operaition department
This department is responsible for the plans and directs 
ship movements within the port area,including port 
piloting.lt also distributes vessels to berths,operates 
guay cranes and provides storage of cargo in sheds or on 
guays aids to navigation and dredging,safety matters, and 
prevention of oil spills.
6- Enginee ring Department
This department is responsible for the projecting,design 
and construction of the port facilities,maintenance of 
port faci1ities,control and co-ordination of consultants 
and works of contractors,
7- Department of Finance and Administration
This department is responsible for operational revenues 
and expenditure,fixed capital expenditure,the redemption 
and borrowing of capital',state light dues, pilot dues,etc.
lOB
A . 8.3 .. rf'-Objectives and policy
l~To provide facilities and services to industry,commerce 
and shippinq in a way and to the extent that benefits 
society.
2 As the main Scandinavian port to serve all Scandinavian
countries^, especia 11 y in respect to overseas trade of
general cargo and unit loads.
cb—To take an active part in the regional planning for 
Gothenburq,in order to be able to expand the port to 
meet users demand.
A—To take part in the national plannina with respect to 
port matters,I such as general transport policy,shippinq 
po1rcy,environmental policy,to ice breaking,competition 
between Swedish ports or with continental ports.
5- To embrace the principle of free competition between 
ports and also advocate that seaborne traffic via the 
port could not be charged with costs or be subjected to 
restrictions that may impair the competitiveness of the 
port,either from a national or an international point 
of view.
6- To pay attention to the tariff policy of the Swedish 
Railways and try to influence it in order to promote 
traffic via Gothenburg.
7- To ensure that cargo is transferred in the most effi­
cient manner.
8- To ensure that port pricing reflects the actual cost
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to the authority by the specific traffic,thereby 
ensuring a high capacity utilisation.
9-As far as possible,to aim contracts at long-term 
utilization of port facilities.
10- To ensure that port revenue covers port costs.
11- To carefully appraise investments in port facilities.
12- To keep volume of investment in fixed capital kept at 
such a level that long term financing by borrowed capital 
does not exceed the financing out of the authority's own 
capital resources.
4.S,3.A“The port authority and harbour boapd
Gcthenbura Harbour board is the executive authority 
responsible for the administration of the port.There are 
ten directors on this board which have responsibility for 
three yeiirs.One of them is appointed by the government , 
s(^ven are? elected by the municiple council,two members 
are appointed by the Gothenburg Chamber of commerce,one 
of these two representing shipping and the other one 
commerce.
4.8.3.5-Legislation
As was mentioned earlier in the"Administration of Swedish 
ports"the legislation in the Swedish ports is not very 
comprehensive,and mainly the port tariffs are approved by 
the national Administration of Shipping and Navigation.
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4.8.3.8-Municipai requlaticns
The responsibility and duties of the Harbour Board are 
prescribed by regulations laid down by the Municipal 
cDunci 1 (which generally as was rnentioned earlier in the 
administration of the Swedish ports,come under the diffe­
rent municipalities.
4.8.3.11-Port authorities industrial relationships
According to the basic agreement between employers and 
employees'associations,Swedish enterprises have set up 
so-called industrial counciIs,to provide consultation and 
information between the employers and employees.
This council in the port authority assembles once quar­
terly to discuss matters of economy,operation, organiza­
tion .investments .personnel policy .industrial safety 
training .etc .On the council are representatives of 
mcvnagement and the employees, unions and every member 
employed by the port authority.
This council has four sub-committees
1- Working advisory committee
2- Sugqestion scheme committee
3- Editorial committee
4- Training course committee
Neither the council nor the sub-committees have any exe­
cutive power,but act exclusively as consultative bodies.
4.8.3.12-Gothenburg port parties
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As was mentioned earlier port installations are in gene­
ral municipally owned and operated by local
authorities. The most importavit responsibi 1 ites of the 
port authorities can be summarised as follows:
1.1- Aids to navigation, approach channels, break waters, 
basins berthsCjetties,quays,aprons),marshal1ing areas 
sheds and floating cranes and also planning ,projec- 
ting, construction and maintenance of these facili­
ties and employment of the crane operators,are among 
the services and responsibilities.
1.2— Pilotage services are,with one eKceptionCpxlot-age in 
Gothenburg port area provided by the port authority 
only) provided by the Swedish Administration of Ship- 
pinq amd Navigation,which is a state enterprise.
1.3 - T Q w age i n a n u m b e r- o f c a s e s pro v i d e d b y t h e p o r t 
authority, but quite often also by private ente^rpri-
S0S «
2™Free? port
Sweden has three free ports, one of which is Gothenburg . 
The Gothenburg free port company as a municipality owned 
enterprise,offers storage and warehousing services and 
the ancillary cargo handling.
The free port company of Gothenburg has a board which is 
identical with the harbour board and the same general 
manager as has the port authority,In practice the company 
operates as a subsidiary of the port authority.
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3"Stevedorinq company
In the case of Gothenburg,the municipality owns 25% of 
the shaires in the Gothenburg stevedoring company,and is 
represented on its board by the general manager of the 
port authority.The shipowners hold 50% of the shares and 
cargo owners 25% .
Machinery and equipment for cargo handling is the proper­
ty of this company.
4- Railways
The Swedish state Railways is the responsible body for 
the transport of carao to and from the port and executes 
all train movements within the port track area.
The port authority has to construct and maintain at its 
own expense all railway tracks,signals,etc. ,
5- Road hauliers
Cargo tranport by hauliers are mostly privately owned.The 
Swedish rai 1 waiys CSG) the major share-holders are of the 
Icirgest hauliers.
6- Customs
The cleaxranee of goods imported to Sweden has become a 
very simple procedure.
7-Pilots
The system was mentioned earlier.
8-Boatmen
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The boatmen assist at the ship's arrival and departure 
especially at berthing and unberthing.A small private 
company provides these services.
9- Tug services
In this port towage is provided by private enterprises, 
subsidiaries to some of the larger shipowners.
10- Shipyards
From a port authority's point of view,the existence of an 
adjacent repair shipyard is of great importance. 
Gothenburg boats have in the inner harbour a large repair 
yard and also guite a number of lesser repair and service 
shops to serve ships cal lino at the port.
11“Fire bripade
The Swedish fire brigade includes not only fire fighting 
but also fighting of oil spill and the prevention of 
damage to people and property,by the handling of danger­
ous cargoes , as well as decontamination in cases of 
accidents in the oil harbour.The port authority has 
financed the installation of equipment for special fire 
fiqhting.
The co-operation between the port authority and the 
Gothenburg fire brigade is very close for the sake of 
preparedness for action in cases of. emergency.
Ill
•12-Po .1 ice
Swedish ports have no policemen of their own.The police 
surveillance in port and port water areas is thus the 
task of the public force ,which is a state entity.
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5.1-Coricept of Manaqement
There is no precise confirmation about the time of the 
origin of group and social life of the human.Manaqement, 
however, has been with the human from the early days,in 
the form of manaqing themselves in harvesting, and against 
difficulties,although in early days group living and uti­
lization of the earth resources were not as strong as 
nowadays. Mental improvement of the human on a great scale 
actually started from the end of the 14th century and gra­
dually developed till the industrial revolution in the 
18th century.This provided the basis and thought for how 
to live better individually and in group with the effi- 
cient u ses o f the enviroment's resou rces,Th e 19th centu ry 
was actually the century of creation and scientific mana­
gement as a result of the industrial life and require­
ments .
Mcxnagement by definition means a set of skills which are 
needed to run an organization effectively and ef f icierrbl y. 
Nowadays this set of skills causes people to have more 
co-ordination and synchronization which results in an 
increase of output and esfficiency of the organization.
All organizations have a series of functions and ota.iec- 
tives both at the national and international levels,in 
which the resources(human,equipment,etc.)should be direc­
ted in such a way, that in the shortest less possible time 
costs decorate the organization to those functions and 
objectives.Presently with the highly complicated technical 
and economical war1d,management apprears as a speciality 
and has its own phi1osophy,method and know—how,so that the 
enforcement of the management principle needs prepared 
managers other than the pre-training of managers to meet 
the continuous changes in environment.There is also a need 
for continuous knowledge updating for the purpose of kee-
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ping the situation cOicI development of the organisation 
up-to-date.
5.1.1-Basic Requirements of a Manager
Certainly there are many elements in which a manager in 
a department or organisation can use as resources ‘ for the 
performance of an efficient duty.These elements can gene­
rally fall into the foiling areas;
1- Specific knowledge of the Manager
These relate to the main objectives and functions which 
a manaaer seeks to achieve in a section«department and 
organisation.
2- Principle of the Manaoement:
Depending upon the job requicements<job,education,orga­
nisation , etc . the individial needs to know to some 
degree the scientific approach to the management skills.
3- Experience
The gradual applicant ion of those two elements during the 
practice and also work environments give to any one who 
should operate as a manager in a junior,middle or senior 
level,a broad outlook of the practice of the theoretical 
thoughts and assumptions and their importance to the effi­
ciency and effectiveness of the department or any new 
thoughts and ideas in this relation.The posting of a mana­
ger with these requirements can affect greatly the effi­
ciency of the organisation and while the appointment of a 
manager without these basic factors,particularly in the
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sensitive firms and organizations such as shipping compa­
nies and ports,shipyards,etc. can lead to financial desa- 
sters and mav eventua11y resuIt in destruction of the who- 
le company or business.With this general introduction to 
management,it becomes obvious that all managers particu­
larly in port authorities, which are very important and 
vital industries in maritimie countries,at least for the 
efficient operation of other vital socio-economic inland 
industries need technical and managerial knowledge in the 
beginning of the employment and during the service as 
well.These areas of knowledge in more specific terms than 
mentioned earlier and for any future approach have been 
p o i n t e d out i n t h e f o 11 o w i n g w a y s :
1-general principles of the management
2-administrative information
3 --1 e c h n i c a 1 i n f o r a t i o n a n d
4-psychological inf ormation
5.1.2--Measurinq the organizational performance
As mentioned earlier, ports similar to other organizettions 
have various functions and goals to be achieved,where for 
further improvements and eliminating the barriers and 
constraints there should be a systematic output evaluation 
in system.
This can be measured in different ways and methods through 
daily,weekly,monthly.or annual evaluations of cargo hand­
ling rates costs/tons of cargo handling,.... waiting times 
of ships in port berth occupancy etc.However, in every
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kind of measurement there are two principle words which 
should be considered in this ev£^luation, ca^l led management 
c Q n t r o 1 p r o c e s s i’
1-Ef f ectiveness
This means how well an organization such 
rity does its job toward the established
as a port autho- 
qoals and obecti-
ves.
2“Ef ficiency
This term in manaqemE?nt control process means how well 
resources of an orga^nizaticn such as ports have been u 
towards attaininq the qoals and objectives of that port 
an eKample.
the
sed
These terms in most cases are related and in operational 
orqanizdjtions such as ports with a vsiriety of different 
interests and influences, may be difficult to be measured 
accLirate 1 y , particu 1 ar 1 y in deve 1 opinq countries , An orgsini- 
ration may have them both in positives or negative forms or 
opposite of each other.i.e a port may be effective because 
there have been figures which show that port has been in 
operation for most of a year, so in fact it h'as accompli- 
shed one of its goals and objectives,but the same port may 
not be efficient because of the expensive cargo handling 
costs or poor utilization and deployment of the equipment 
and personnel or dredging operations.
Therefore,in port operations the evaluation of the port 
managers particularly at middle levels,who mainly have to 
be faced with the ‘deployment of resources,must be clearly 
understood for the proper and appropriate accomplishment 
of the assigned functions.
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5 .2-Important Elements in Port Management 
5.2.1-The importance
The major distinction between the managers and the person­
nel of an organisation such as a port with an integration 
of significant activities,is the role of the leadership of 
manager in his/her work place.
Leadership to some extent can be an inherent divine bles­
sing, but nowadays it can be developed through systematic 
training and experience.
Within these three basic factors which influence the mana­
gement, the training may result in the? followina consequen-
1- An increase and develooment of the efficiency and effec­
tiveness of the output.
2- The mental development and broadening of expertise of 
m a n a g e r s for f u t li. r e pro m o t i o n s a n d are a t e r r e s p o n s i b 11 i — 
ties.
Therefore the expectations of an organization from a mana­
ger 3.B indicated by the job description largely depends 
upon the variable elements in training,which generally 
means,preparation of a person for the presentation of the 
highest possible effectiveness and efficiency during the 
service. Port managers at different levels because of the 
complexity of the present foreign trade,sea transport, 
ship and port industries themselves,must be provided with 
the appropriate management skills depending on the type of 
work assigned and future expectations.
11S
5With regard to all the above mentioned principles and 
reguirements which influence the efficiency of the mana­
gement, the elements in this respect cam be outlined as 
eKternal and internal factors;
5.2.2,1-Internal factors
Within the port management district,obtaining the maximum 
possible output from the different departments of a port 
is the responsibility of the general port manager and 
other sub-ordinate managers at the differesnt levels. As the 
management in a port similar to other organizations, team­
work is required,therefore,the best co-ordination and 
co-operation is achievable when the network of a manage­
ment team;
1- haiS appropriate commov! interfaces and technical back­
grounds to interact with each other usina the least pos­
sible time;
2- has deployed , humans and ejquipment properly;
3- has utilized the finamcial resources appropriately;
.2.2~The Elements of the Port Management
4- has enforced the rules and regulations concern appro­
priately; and
5- has conducted continuous general and specific training 
courses for personnel
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These factors to some extent and depending on the country 
and type of port ownershiD etc,are out of the control of 
thie port management and can be categorised as;
1-the support of port management in all aspects of the 
port requirements.such as human,financial, 
equipment,etc.;
5.2.2.2~EKternal factors
2 users' capabilities and co-operation,both at national 
and international levels.
b. 3-Port coriqestion, the result of poor port management
lite response of oorts to the national economy, 1 abour force 
r e1ationship,po1itics and mi1itary as pec ts and also 
operations as cu-ites to intemationes 1 relationships shouio 
always be considered by port manaqers and other related 
b o d i e s a n d u s e r s .
Seaports are the main gates for foreign trades and c^^n 
easily in very short time become congested or inefficient. 
This may be considered the result of an imbalance between 
imports/exports and carao handling performance within the 
port or insufficiency of the inland transport system to 
cope with port requirements.
Congestion of ports is the result of different causes but 
poor management,which mainly is due to the lack of the 
tiained managers,because of their short-term function 
which is supervision of the operational tasks and at the 
same time forecasting of the future port requirements and 
investigation and reporting of the weaknesses of the port. 
Main reasons for the poor port operation management can be
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summarized as follows:
1- lack of well-trained managers at different levels par­
ticularly ,specialist managers in port activities;
2- lack of trained personnel and port workers;
3- poor organizational structure;
A—improper use or malfunction of the equipment;
5-improper deploym.ent of the resourcevss 
6 - b u r e a u c r a c v w i t h i n t h e p o r t;
7-inadequacy of the job discriptions;
S - u n p 1 a n n e d p o r t o p e r a t i o n s ;
9-lack of motivation and
10— imbalance between the accountability and authority of 
the different levels.,
11- rapid changes of the managers,paricularly at senior and 
middle levels;
For the treatment of all these shortages and inadequacies 
the performance of the middle managers who are assumed to 
be experienced - and well trained in marine and port 
industries sciences play a very important role whether 
they be superiors- or sub-ordinates.Because they are at 
different levels of management such as supervisory plan­
ning , reporting . Midd le managers in the operation department
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of ports who are involved directly with ships, carcio,ship­
pers shipping agencies,insurance companies,survey depart­
ments etc. and particularly in port which are government 
controlled and operated since they may be replaced within 
different departments occasionally,should be well trained 
in marine and transport fields and regularly be upgraded 
by different short courses.
5.4-Types of Managers in Ports
Different countries har/e different criteria for the 
categorization of the managers in general,but even within 
a country this categorization ma.y differ slightly from the 
general rule..Nevertheless according to the definition.a 
ma'.na'.ger is one who enforces and supervises others' work. 
Usually in port operations they are considered as being 
from the supervisors to port director and in most coun­
tries accordino to the arade and responsibility assianed 
they follow the hierarchy of the Qi?ganizational chcirt and 
may be categorized as:
1 -,1unior managers ;
2- middle managers or
3- senior managers
Within these categories and depending on the country and 
system of the government there are mainly three elements 
which are related to these categories and used for promo­
tion as follows:
1-level of education,general and specific:
2-BKperience, both! related and unrelated;
j—accomp1ishment of the related short courses.
In the case of Iran,in port authorities which follow the 
general grade procedure in the staff employment affairs 
They are classified from grade 3 to 12.
1- junior Managers
These fall within the grades between 3 and 6 and are those 
who have primary school and high school education,whether 
completed or not and depending on their experience may be 
different and supervise a few staff or labourers accordinc 
to the nature of the job.This category of managers can be 
found among foremen,berth supervisors,junior tug boat 
m=\sters or chief engineers , etc . .
2- Midd1e Managers
These are categorized from the grade 6 to 9 and generally 
have high school certificates or above and depending on 
the education,the experience may vary such as training 
officers,marine or cargo handling experts,control offi­
cers, terminal man£<qers , etc. .
3- Senior Managers
In fact these managers particularly in ports with compli­
cated and sensitive operations and different short-terms 
interests of the different users,must be well qualified 
and experienced to plan and supervise their departments 
for the efficient and effective accomplishment of the 
assigned functions.They fall within grades 10 to 12. Among
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these are the heads of departments,high experts,advisors,- 
surveyors,port directors,etc. .
5.5-The need for training of middle managers:
As has been mentioned before ports have a very important 
role in the international and national foreign trades of a 
country. The main charsicteristics of this role are conside­
red once again and include:
-internationc^l impacts,
-national importance,
-highly specialised labour feature,
-very capital intensive construction,
-complex feature, and 
-very economical operations.
Regarding those features,the variety of different opera­
tions and the great number of different pairties and inte­
rests in goods,ships and services create significant res­
ponsibility for the port managers who are accountable to 
their superiors and play an important role in the daily 
life of the industries and people.
These complexities and variations come from the introduc­
tion of new systems of transportation such as very fast 
modern container ships,gantry cranes,transtainers,new com­
munications systems in port areas which many countries 
particularly developing countries become obliged to use.
1 'jdH
They require systematic port educatiDn and traininq pro­
grammes to update their managers in these new technique?s 
and sciences.
Middle managers in many countries,particularly in develo­
ping countries,play a very important bridging role between 
junior managers who might be new employees with or without 
technical backgrounds or managers by experience and likely 
have not any theoretical knowledge about the port or mari­
time industries with regard to the main characteristics 
mentioned earlier and generally are not in charge of big 
decisions.On the other hand the senior managers who may 
not be the same but from country to country their post may 
have other sensitivities which requires them to be suppor­
ted appropriately h^y the middle managers. Theref ore, as 
re?qar'ds the abso 1 ute reauirements of the management of any 
technical and economical oii'qanization for the presentation 
of an efficient and effective output,these are categories 
which by experience receive a great burden and need to be 
supported with an aopropriate traininq programme.
Middle managers are the backbone of any organization,be­
cause most of their ideas are? essential for work for any 
decision making of the superiors, on the other hand ,they 
have to be a good and reliable mode 1 for sub-ordinates in 
both the practice and theoretical knowledge.
Bad or poor deloyment of a gang by a supervisor or an 
improper order from the head of section in cargo handling 
or chief engineer and master in tug or pilot because of 
the lack of technical knowledge can easily delay a contai­
ner ship one day in a port which was supposed to be only a 
few hours with daily costs of about $ 60000 per day,which 
nowadays may be the cost for the full education of the two 
managers in two to three year degree courses,in the port
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industry.
5.6-Types of Education and Training Related to Ports
Port education and training (PET)specifically related to 
ports at university degree levels even in developed coun­
tries have not yet been developed,other than in the U.K 
where there is a diploma course in port management in Car­
diff, UWIST.The idea still is quite new, being in existen­
ce only since the 1960s.The belief in ports of developed 
countries,unti1 then was that"management know-how in the 
ports and generally in maritime fields could be acquired 
by experience".
However,the rapid impact of technological changes on ship­
ping and ports and consequently on their management 
schemes required the phenomena of the on—the -job training 
cours(=s in management fields for staffs who are serving in 
ports and many efforts through these countries. Also 
international maritime organizations started different- 
approaches in port industries activities for the formation 
of them in a systematic way of study and research for the 
purpose of increasing the efficiency and effectiveness of 
the ports which had become complex industry from the 
beginning of the 1960s.
The complexity of management in ports obliged many of the 
developed and developing countries to establish short 
courses for their managers in areas of ports adminstra- 
tion,operation,development,etc. particularly after the 
great systematic assistance of the UNCTAD in the provision 
of the courses for port instructors,junior and middle 
managers at an international level in the last ten years, 
such as improvement of port performance courses <IPP cour-
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timeses) which has been held for the first  in 1982 in 
UWIST,in the U.K. .
The need of the ports of developing countries in the field 
of the training in management skills falls within diffe­
rent levels,therefore there is a need of better definition 
of the various available courses,whether they are for 
short-or-long term periods,They are mainly divided into 
two categories as degree and certificate courses.
5,6, l-,Degree Courses
These degree courses are long-term courses executed at the 
university level in different aenerail and specific fields 
in maritime 5shipping,law,economic,marine transportation, 
etc. and fall into four categories as follows:
5.6.1.1- Diploma courses
The United Kingdom has been the pioneer in presenting this 
type of course in port management in UWIST.The duration of 
the courses is one year.Entry qualifications courses in 
port management may not include initial educational qua­
lifications , taut in many countries such as Iran, the cre­
dits of this diploma had been accepted by the Minisntry of 
the Higher Education as a university level.
5.6.1.2- Bachelor Science courses<B.Sc)
These courses mainly had been under three titles in the 
world as follows:
1- Bachelor of science in marine or maritime science
2- Bachelor of science in marine transportation
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three and 
officers on 
supporting
The duration of these courses varies between 
five years and pariticipants work as marine 
board ships which indeed is very effective for 
theory with experience working in ports.
5.6.1.3--Master of Science courses CM . Sc)
The duration of these courses varies between IS and 24 
months and are applied in both general and specific fields 
of marine courses,such as M.Sc. in marine law,or transpor­
tation from the UWIST,or five M.Sc courses at the WMU in 
Maimo, Sweden.
B.6.1.4-Doctor of Philosophy courses;
These courses are available in many of the maritime uni­
versities , depending on the personal interests amd the 
country's higher educational system.They are available in 
general and specific fields,which may take 3 to 5 years. 
Examples are Ph.D. courses in UWIST and Bremen University.
3-Bachelor of science in marine engineering
5.6.2-Short courses
Normally these various courses have been arranged for the 
experienced managers in different general and specific 
fields of shipping or ports.These are usually very exten­
sive and have been presented in the form of lectures,se­
minars , workshops and visits. The duration of short courses 
usually is between 2 and 3 months with certificates being 
awarded for attendance or successful completion by the 
trainee of the course if there are any examinations.
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Accordinq to the need of a shipping or port oqanization 
these courses may be arranged for individuals or small 
groups by overseas countries or international organiza­
tions. The main specialities of these courses are the time 
limitations and contents of the course.The duration of 
these courses varies between 1 and 12 months.
S . 6.4--0n-the--gob training courses
This types of training covers the majoii'ity of all short 
courses.This kind of training can be made through 
different ways such as self reading ,asking help from 
experienced personnel or taking both practicaxl and 
theoretical classroom training. One of the advantages of 
this type is tha'.t the trainetj learns ovi the actuaj. equip­
ment or in the target environment.
B.6,3“F'ellQWship or special short courses
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5.7---Fut,u.re of port education and traininq CPET) and world 
availabi1ities
5.7.1-Future of PET
Particular degree courses in the port management purely 
at the port industries level have not yet been esta­
blished by developed countries or international organisa­
tions .
But this does not mean ports are not places with theo­
retical and technical sciences.Because of the traditional 
involvement of the ex-seafarers in port adminstrations 
and operations,depending from country to country even 
until now the sea farers in many of the countries parti­
cularly developing ones are appropriate enouah to cover 
the port and national requicements.With the improvement 
of the unitired systems and changes of the different 
asipects of the world economy and trade in the last two 
decades on ports-their operations,management,construction 
etc. in the seaports has considered greatly in the marine 
universities as a field of study in maritime sciences and 
it seems to be considered and approachesd more toward a 
special deegree course in the world.
The reason for this is that ports are vital links between 
the sea and land transport,where a manager as a qualified 
person in a modern port must know the important elements 
of the sciences and techniques at both sides of these 
systems.In many countries there are opportunities to stu­
dy in the field of general transport and maritime science 
(MET) which are greatly related to each other.Therefore, 
with the great improvement of the port industries and 
their increasingly complex and sensitive features,there 
may be a combination of the MET and general transporta­
tion as future of the PET in B.Sc or M.Sc. level in some
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of the universities in the world .In Australia in the 
last term of the nautical science course there are some 
credits for those who want to be specialists in the port 
industries fields.
5.7.2-World availabilities in PET
The opportunities in PET on a worldwide basis can be con­
sidered in international and national dimensions in all 
ty pes of trainina in p3orts and mar ine f ie 1 ds . Fi rst at the 
international levels courses are available throuqh the 
UN CT A D,IMO,1A PH,ILO and ICH CA.Second 1y at th e natianai 
level ,, courses in the Netherlands have been considered.
5.7.2.1-Uni ted Ni^tion Conference on Trade and Development 
CUNCTAD)
This is a permanent orqaxn of the Generail Assembly of the; 
U.N. which was established in 1964.Its aim is to promote 
international trade and economic development in the world 
particu1ar1y in developing countries.
The objective of UNCTAD with regard to maritime transport 
is twofold as follows;
1- To increase the efficiency of maritime transport in its 
function as the major carrier of international trade.
2- To increase the participation of developing countries 
in the international shipping industry.
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UNCTAD presently has six main committees as follows: 
■l“OQmrnittee on Commodities
2- committee on Manufacturers
3- committee on Invisible and Trade Finance
4- oommittee on Shipping
5- committes on The transfer of the technology =vnd econo­
mic co-operation among developine countries and
6- Special committee on trade pre^ferences
5 » 7’ „ 2.1 ,1 - A s s i s t a n c e from U N C T A D ii
UNCTAD is concerned with the economic and commercial 
aspects of shipping and ports and multimodal transport 
includinq the econcsmic applicaxtions of the technological 
developments in shipping ,ports,economic and commercial 
aspects of ma\ritime law.Also technical assistamce and 
training is provided to the shipping companies,shippers 
or equivalent organisations,port authorities and govern­
ments .
Assistance has been classified by UNCTAD in 11 different 
fields,4 of which are particularly related to the ports.
B.7.2.1.1.1-Assistance in Port Operations
Assistance is available for operation and maintenance of 
port facilities and equipment,including specialised faci­
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lities for bulk cargoes (solid and 1iquidI,perishable 
goods,pal lets,containers and other unit load systems. 
Methods of improving the overall efficiency of a 
port(including operational research methods) with parti­
cular reference to:
1- Marine operations within the port,e.g.ship movements, 
berth allocations.
2- Stevedoring,cargo handling and warehousing operations 
within the port.
3- Transfer of goods from /to inland transport links.
5.7.2.1.1.2“Assistanc6? in Port Adminstration
1- Port Legislation and Regulations,
2- Structure of a port administration.
3- Use of modern management tecriniques in ports, including 
budget and financial control.
4- Consultations with port users.
5- Collection and use of port statistics for administrati­
ve and planning purposes.
5.7.2.1.1.3-Port Development Planning. Assistance
1-Economic feasibility studies of port development
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2- Analysis of demand for port faci 1 ities(!forecast of car­
go flows and maritime traffic)
3- Analysis of the impact of new shipping technologies and 
cargo handling techniques on port design
4- Assessment of dredging requirements in relation to port 
traffic and
5- Problem of resource allocation between different ports 
in the same trading area.
5.7.2.1.1.4-Assistance in Traininq
In aiddition to the above forms of technical assistance
UNCTAD also provides training in the following forms:
1- qeneral training cources,normally lasting two to three 
months,dealing with broad economic,commercial and mana­
gement aspects of shipping and ports
2- specialized seminars,normally lasting two to three 
weeks,in such fields as port operation,port plannina, 
ocean chartering,shipping policy and multimodal trans­
port operations
3- assistance in building up the national/sub-regional 
training institution of developing countries in the 
other ten fields
4- workshops arranged for small groups of participants, 
comprising theoretical and practical training specifi-
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cal ly 
dual
geared tc the 
countries or
needs of organizations 
possibly small groups
in indivi- 
of countries
5-individual training fellowships,normally involving the 
secondment of fellows for practical training in other 
countries.
5 „ 7.2.1.1.5-Assistance in Economics and Manaigement of 
Shippinq
5 7.2.1 -1.6-Assistance in Freight F^ates and Conferences. 
5.7.2.1.1.7-Assistance in Consu1 tation Machinerv 
5.7.2 . -1.1.8-Ass istance in T rade Organization and Sh i pping
5.7.2.1.1.9- Assistance in Private Law
5.7.2.1.1.10- Assistance in Multimodal Transport and
5.7.2.1.1.11- Assistance in Containerization.
5.7.2.2-International Maritime Organization(IMO)
IMO is a specialized agency of the U.N. whose activities 
are entirely in the maritime fields.lt was established in 
January 1959 and was brought into a special relationship 
with the U.N. by means of an agreement in accordance with 
Article 57 of the Charter of the United Nations.
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Ob.iectives are inter alia to provide the machinery for 
co-operation among governments in the field of governmen­
tal regulations and practices relating to technical mat­
ters of trade,and to encourage the general adoption of 
the highest practical efficiency of navigation.
Membership of IMO is open to all states that are members 
of the U.N. and to other states in accordance with admis­
sion procedures contained in the convention establ ishinci 
it. IMO has 127 full member states..
5.7.2.2.2-Princip1e 0roans of the IMO
1—The Assemb1y,which consists of all IMO member states,is 
t h e sup r e m e gov e r ning body:
2“The Counci1,which consists of 24 member states,acts as 
the governing body between the biennial assembly ses­
sions ;
5 » 7.2.2.1-1MO Db jectives
3- The Maritime Safety Committee,which consists of all 
member states,is the chief technical body of IMO and is 
responsible in particular for maritime safety and effi­
ciency of navigation:
4- The Marine Environment Protection Committee
5- The Legal Committee
6- The Technical Co-operation Committee; and
7- The Facilitation committee
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There are suta-committees under some of the principle com- 
iTiittees.
5.7.2.2.3-Assistance from IMO
IMO is connected with the technical and related aspects 
of shipping and ports and multimodal transport.The areas 
of substantive responsibility of IMO for the servicing 
of requests for experts/consultants,fellowships and 
equipment.
A descriptive list of items falling under the various 
broad headings which are directly related to ports and 
training and maritime affairs are mentioned below,but 
technical assistance is provided on request to govern­
ments shipowners or port authorities.
5.7.2.2,4-Training assistarice
1- Establishment of nationa1/regiona1 maritime training 
institutions and updating of existing maritime training 
institutions.
2- Technical and practical training of all seagoing per­
sonnel for all modes of maritime transport and minimum 
standards and qualifications and requirements for the 
issue of certificates,including provision of experts,- 
lecturers, up-to-date equipment,preparation of suitable 
syllabuses and arrangements for fellowship training 
aboard of national counterpart officers.
3- Assistance in Specialised Training
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3.1 --advanced en--navigation,nava1 a rchitectu re,ma rine 
gineering and pre-sea training of deck and engine 
cadets
3.2- training in the fields of harbour masters,pilots,tug 
masters,dredger operators and personnel for other 
harbour floating crafts
3.3- prevention and combating of marine pollution
3.4- fire fighting damage control
3.5- radio communication and marine electronics
3.6- ship inspection,survey and certification
3.7- tonnage measurement
3.8- ex£^mination of seagoing personnel for issuance of 
certificates of competency
3.9- navigational aids
3.10- carriage of cargoes in containers
3.11- carriage of hazardous and noxious cargoes
3.12- ship construction and repair work
3.13- technical aspects of port operations and
3.14- maritime law and regulations
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5.7.2.2.5- Afdisistance in Maritime Administration
1- Organi2ation of maritime safety administrative offices.
2- Preparation and application of rules and regulations
for the implementation of requirements of IMO conven­
tions , tonnage measurement,ship registration,ship ins­
pection survey,certification, classification,etc. .
5.7.2.2.6- Assistance in Ports
Assistance in all aspects of the safety of ship and 
equipment in ports and their approaches together with the 
services relating to,safety measures and services asso­
ciated with movement of ships and equipment in ports.
5.7.2.2.7- assistance in laws and regulations applicable 
to ships and shipping
5.7.2 - 2.8-assistance in design of ships
5.7.2.2.9- asistance iri ship and cargo operations
5.7.2.2.10- assistance in shipping
5.7.2.2.11- assistance prevention and control of marine 
pollution
5.7.2.2.12- assistance in facilitation and
5.7.2.2.13- assistance in maritime law
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5.7 . 2.2.1 A-Assistance from World Maritim University <.WMU.)
i- General introduction
World Maritime University is a unique center for 
higher marine educations where ail the present fields 
of educations covering port industries at an approp­
riate level of general and special senior management 
training are also offered.
This university was established in July 1983 in Malmo, 
Sweden,under the auspices of the I.M.O and offers 
advanced courses in maritime fields not available 
elsewhere.
ii- Obj€?ctives of the W.M.U
"A primary objective is to help reduce the acute shor­
tage of expert maritime personnel in the developing 
countries, such as teachers in maritime training 
institutions, surveyors, examiners, marine safety 
casualty investigators and safety administrators, 
general maritime administrators and technical managers 
of shipping companies", all of which are directly 
related to port authorities and management.
iii- Major purpose of W.M.U
The purpose of W.M.U is to strengthen and serve as an 
apex institution in the international network of 
training and technical co-operation in maritime 
transport.
iv-Courses of Study at W.M.U
lAD
1—Two Courses in General Maritime Administration
These two courses have been designed mainly for those 
managers and experts in ports and shipping and other 
related maritime fields who are responsible for matters 
related to marine affairs and must have an adequate 
knowledge of shipping,ports,cargo,ship and other allied 
matters.Entrance qualification for these courses is an 
academic degree, at least a B.Sc. .
2“Two Courses in Maritime Safety Administration
The emphasis of these courses which are avciilable in 
nautical and engineering fields is on the survey and 
inspection of ships,conduct of maritime accident inve­
stigations, and examination of maritime personne1.The 
courses also cover allied matters within Maritime Safe­
ty Administration.
3— Two Courses in Maritime Educadcion and Training
These courses in nautical and engineering fields place 
emphasis on the education and training of maritime 
lectures.lt also covers the examination of seafarers 
and the investigation of maritime accidents.
4- One Course in Technical Management of Shipping Compa­
nies
The emphasis in this course is directed towards develo­
ping technical managerial skills required by officials 
serving in managerial capacity in shipping companies 
e.g,fleet managers,marine or engineering superinten­
dents . Special emphasis is placed on the management of
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personnel,safe operation of ships and technical matters 
affecting economic viability of ships.
5- Duration and Degree awarded
Duration of all courses is two years or four semesters 
and the degree awarded is an M.Sc. in related course.
6- Entrance qualification for all courses
For all courses highest seagoing certificate or 
academic degree in either Nautical or Engineering is 
accetpable and for the two courses in General Maritime 
Adminstration at least a B.Sc can be appropriate to 
enter the university.
As I.M.O is an international maritime organization 
between governments,al1 applicants who are nominated to 
come to W.M.U must be sponsored through their govern­
ments .
5.7.2.3-International Association of Ports and Harbours 
ClAPH)
lAPH Officially came into existence in 1955 and is a 
world wide association of port authorities.
The principal aim of lAPH is to"develop and foster good 
relations and collaboration among all ports and harbours 
of the world".
5.7.2'.3.1- Aims of the lAPH
1-The association strives to promote and increase the 
efficiency of all ports and harbours by exchanging
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information connected with new techniques and technolo­
gy relating to ports development,org£ini2ation,adminis­
tration and management
2-Common viewpoints,policies or plans are encouraged whe­
re members share a mutual interest
5.7.2.3.2- Organisation of the lAPH
lAPH is administrated by a board of directors composed of 
members who axre elected by regulaxr member states. An exe­
cutive committee,comprising 21 members representing the 
three geographically divided regions,is the chief execu­
tive body responsible for implementing the board's policy 
as well as generally directing a>.ll the association's 
various activities.
In addition there are 6 technical committees,composed of 
volenteer association members and covering the following 
areas s
1- committee on Ca.rgo handling operations
2- committee on Port safety,environment and construction
3- committee on Trade facilitation
4- committee on International port development
5- committee on Legal protection of port interests and
6- committee on Public affairs.
5.7.2.3.3- IAPH, Bursary scheme
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The object of the scheme is to provide financial assis­
tance towards the cost of sending selected applicants on 
approved training courses overseas.Applicants must have 
been employed in an lAPH member port for at least three 
years and must already be employed in a Junior or middle 
management capacity.
5.7.2.A-International Labour OrganisationCILO)
B.7.2.A.l-Establishment and objective
ILO was set up in 1919 with the objective of promoting 
united actions between governments,employers and trade 
unions for the purpose of achieving better working condi­
tions and social Justice with building up a comprehensive 
code of law and practice.Present1y ILO has 151 country 
members.
5.7.2.4.2-Structure of ILO
ILO is composed of following departments and bodies:
1- The General Assembly
2- The Governing Body
3- The International Labour Conference
4- The Executive Council
5- The Permanent Secretariat and
6- The International Labour Office
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The ILO also works through subsidiary bodies such as 
regional conferences,industrial committees and panels of 
experts•
5.7.2.4,3-Technical assistance from ILO
ILO technical assistance and co-operation within the port 
fields are as follows:
1- Assistance in Training:
Assistance in the formulation of training policies and 
systems,management training,vocational training develop­
ment of teaching methodologies and materials,manpower 
planning,etc. .
All of these co-operations are in the forms of:
-The training of instructors 
-Fellowship programmes 
-Curricula development
-The design,purchasing,shipment and installation of nec­
essary equipment for establishing a port training center
2- Assistance in the industrial relations,social 
security,worker's education and assistance to 
employer's organisations.
All these activities in port training can be carried out 
through the co-ordination with ILO's International Centre 
for advanced technical and vocational training.ILO also 
has completed a series of 34 modules for supervisory
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training in maritime activities.
5.7.2.5-International Cargo Handling Co-ordination 
Association (ICHCA)
5.7.2.5.1- Establishment
ICHCA was established in 1951 with the aim of facilita­
ting improved handling techniques in the world transport 
system.Its centre is located in London and has 90 state 
members.
5.7.2.5.2- Aims of ICHCA
To increase efficiency and economy in the handling and 
movement of goods by all modes of transport and all 
stages of the transport chain.
5.7.2.5.3- Ways of approach
1- By generating contacts among members
2- By presenting opportunities for membership dialogue and 
information exchange
3- By collecting and disseminating information from all 
available sources
4- By participating in technical and regular activities 
which significantly affect cargo handling in practice.
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5.7 .2.5.4-0rgani2ation of the ICHCA 
The organisation is composed of:
1- The council which consists of chairmen of each natio­
nal section.
2- The general assembly:reporting the policies to
assembly
3- The national and regional sections.
4- International secretariatsco-ordinates the work of
national and regional sections under the direction of 
counci1.
5,7,6,5-ICHCA activities 
Activities mainly concentrated in;
1- National and international meetings
2- Luncheons and
3- Short workshops and seminars on important subjects.
ICHCA has consultative status with the major regulatory 
bodies and training agencies affecting the transport 
industry,and conducts international study projects in 
response to identified needs for information within the 
membership and publishes the results as reports and 
technical papers.
Some of the recent titles include:
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1- The securing of ISO containers.
2- Theory and practice.
3- The handling of ISO containers in low throughput 
situations.
4- An international survey on handling of iron and steel 
products,
5.7.2.6-Port training at national levels
5.7,2.6.1-Rotterdam port management training programmes
This port is among the pioneers of the port training in 
both port worker and manaiger levels in Europe and in the 
world and has organised different short courses in port 
management and operations with a duration of four weeks. 
Technical and Management Port Assistance Office(TEMPO)of 
the Rotterdam Port management has the following courses:
1-Multipurpose Terminal Operations
Training aims
To train Multipurpose Terminal Managers in the consequen­
ces of handling multipurpose cargo in respect to terminal 
lay-out,equipment,personnel,adminstration,safety,etc. 
Multipurpose cargo in this context meansrgeneral,unitised 
and partially containerized cargo.
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2- Container Terminal Operations 
Training aims
To introduce terminal managers to the various disciplines 
required for the efficient development and operation of a 
container terminal.
3- Equipment PlanningCincl. preventive maintenance) 
Training aims
To introduce the managers and/or technical staff of port 
authorities stevedoring equipment types,allocation and 
maintenance.
4-Port Administration course
Training aims
To introduce basic port administration principles to 
middle management staff within ports authorities in deve­
loping countries.
5- Port Training 
Training aims
To introduce port personnel of middle management level to 
the set-up of structural training programmes in ports: 
"Training the Trainers".
6- Hinterland Transport Connections course
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Training aims
To introduce middle management staff of ports in deve­
loping countries to the philosophy that the port is a 
link in the entire transportation chain.Efficient connec­
tions to the hinterland (by various modes of transport) 
are vital for a port to function.
Set-up of workshops
The time available will be sub-divided into roughly 50% 
theory and 50% practice,Lectures from the co-operating 
organizations and institutions will be responsible for 
the theoretical part,whereas the practical part will be 
devoted to study visits to various terminaIs,institutions 
and organizations in the port region.
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6.1- CharactG ristic □f th e training coursG
6.2- Type and duration of the course
6.3- General objectives of the course
6.4- Syllabus and table of contents
6.5- Other specialities of the course
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6.1- Characteristics of a training course
Training and education all over the world is very expen­
sive to organize,arrange and implement,particularly those 
courses which are among the on-the-job training type.This 
is so,firstly because in the running of the course itself 
both sides,the training centre and trainees,cost a lot of 
money,and secondly in the case of developing countries, 
most of these courses are not advanced.
Personnel and managers at the time of training who are 
expected to be actively producing are called to sit in 
classroom.In many cases and situations,especially in 
developing countries for various reasons, this is riot 
always such possibility and recognition of continuous 
on-the-job training.With all these factors any designer 
of a course,for individuals or groups should pay great 
attention to the different essential and prime require­
ments needed to be considerd during the first stages of 
preparatory tasks.
The maiiKiexperienced) elements in this relation as noted 
by UNCTAD < Professor A. D. Couper:) , an influential interna­
tional organization involved in the port management trai­
ning,are as follows:
1- Title of the course
2- Objectives of course
3- Category of trainees 
A-Number of trainees
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5-Entry requirement
6-~Sy 1 labus
7- Duration of course
8- Type of training
9- Number of training centers
10- Number of lecturers
11- Number of course per year
12- Number of trainees per course
6.2-Type and Duration of Training
These factors are of significance to a training course; 
particularly in an operational, economic and sensitive 
field such as port authorities.The type of training is 
important because it covers the possible and available 
facilities for the implementation of training and time,- 
which is very important to the port.It should be as short 
as possible,but also the duration should be appropriate 
for the efficient eKecution of the course.
In the case of a course which is introductory and covers 
non-marine or port educated managers,it should be long 
enough to be used effectively by the trainees.Such a 
course,therefore, may be developed as follows:
1—Type of training will be in the form of classroom lec­
tures, films and slides and group discussion .
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2-Durat,ion of course:
- Total period 12 weeks
- 6 days a week
- 6 hours a day
“ Total hours; 432
6»3"-Number of courses per year:3 art each training centre
6.4- Number of trainees per course:15-20
6.5- Number of trainees year ;45- 60 (per training center.)
6.6- Estime.ted number of trainees; 200
6.7- Number of training centres involved as follows;
1- Shaheed Rajayee Port Training Centre in Bandar Abbas
2- Anzali Port Training Centre on the north coast.
6.8- Number of instructors needed;3 in each training cen­
ter
6.9- class of managers: as mentioned before, two types of 
middle managers of the operation department of the 
port authorities supposed to attend this course:
1- Non-maritime or port educated managers, and
2- Maritime or port educated managers.
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For both categories, maKimu.m efforts will be made for the 
attendance of individuals with similar qua1ification and 
experience.
6.lO-Purpose of the training:improvement of the efficien­
cy of the operation department of the port authori­
ties .
6.11-General objectives:-
mainly the goals of this course are the:
1- Improvement of technical and operational communication 
of middle managers of port authoritic-js
2- Stimulation of middle managers towards se1f-operatio­
nal and technical training
3- Improv6?merit of managerial abilities in the planning 
organizing and controlling of the daily operation 5 and
4- Improvement of safety and efficiency of port authori­
ties .
6.12-Syllabus and contents;
preliminarily syllabus of this general port management 
course are as follows:
1- Safety in port
2- Introduction to unitized systems
3- Maritime law(national and international)
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4- Cargo handling management
5“ Management
6- Harbour seamanship
7- Ship construction
8- Maritime industries in Iran
9- Economies of marine industries
10- Marine insurance and
11- An introduction to internaxtional maritime organiza­
tions
6.12.2- Contents of sy11 abus
1- SAFETY (Safety in ports,on board ships,safety and 
security vs port operation throughput;
2- Uviitized systems(pa 1 letization, containerization,LASH, 
RO/RO systems;
3- Law: C national maritime law,customs law,port rules
and regulations!) . international lawCrules of the road, 
salvage,law of the sea,documents)
4" Cargo handling management(ship operations,quay opera­
tion,storage operations',and direct delivery operations ,
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handling of dangerous goods in ports)
5- Port management(principles,port functions,objectives 
departmentations in ports ,port users,types of ports 
and owner ship,etc.).
6- Harbour seamanship(concept of navigation,type of navi­
gation , buoyage systems, principle of tide,etc.);
7- Ship construction and stabilityCship organization, 
identification of ships,types of ships,ship dimensions 
and tonnage,principles of CG ,KG ,GZ and GM etc. ;
8- Maritime industries in Iran( an introduction to the 
objectives,role and functions of the national shipping 
ship,fisheries,shipbuilding,stevedores,coast
guard,etc. .
9- Economicst:principles,marine economics vs national eco­
nomy) ;
10- An introduction to the international maritime organi­
zations C I . M . 0 , UNCTAD,I.L.O,l.A.P.H,W.M.U,etc) and
11- Marine insurance(general average,P&I Club,different 
types of ship and cargo insurance,chartering and ship 
brokering,procedures of claims,etc).
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7.1 -ConclusiDVis
Seaports should not be considered any longer as places 
where ships remain for many days at the berths loading or 
unloading.Ships are the main elements involved in large 
volumes of foreign trade in addition together with the 
human resources and'equipment there must be proper coor­
dination for obtaining the best results.In these aspects, 
the human factor deserves the greatest attention if 
effective and efficient operation and performance are to 
be expected at seaports.
In this respect,'managers who are the decision makers in 
matters which may technical,financial,adminstrative or 
operational must have the appropriate training amd expe­
rience in these specific fields so as to provide them 
with the capability to supervise subordinates efficiently 
and to transfer proper and reliaible? information to supe­
riors and so result in the type of port and maritime ope- 
r a t ions w h i c h c a n g i v e t h b. e x p e c t e d r e suits.
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7 Recommendations
1- The implementation of unitized cargo handling systems 
in all aspects of operational procedures as a means of 
improving the efficiency of the system.
2- The instituting of a comprehensive manpower planning 
study at the P.S.O. for the purpose of regularizing the 
recruitment process and identifying the training requi­
rement in terms of who should be trained,the area of 
training and the duration of the courses.
3- The support of the present port training centres in all 
aspects through the provision of instructors and requi­
rements for training as these relate to short-and long­
term training courses,their updating and necessary 
training equipment.
4- The revision of job descriptions and requirements for 
port personnel in accordance with national and interna­
tional practices and specifications and the use of the 
completion of appropriate training course as a means 
toward promotions.
5- The support of training at the maritime universities 
through the selection of the numbers of students to be 
trained and the training areas based in the manpower 
plan and the requirements of the maritime administra­
tions of the country.
6- Identification of the international maritime conven­
tions which are appropriate for the development of the 
maritime affairs of the country.their adoption and 
legal implementation,and recruitment of the properly
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qualified personnel to put them into effect.
7-Encouraging of the circulation of current publications 
on maritime and port operation matters as a means of 
providing up-dated knowledge and information on all 
aspects of technology and management in the field of 
shipping and port operations.
S-Co-operation with and encouragement of different 
national maritime organizations in the education and 
training of maritime lecturers for the universities 
and the formation of a legal maritime organization in 
the country.
9-Giving consideration to the importance of technologi­
cal changes in the world of shipping and ports as thoa- 
se? may relate to port operavtions and the national eco­
nomy of Iran.
10-The utilization and importance of quay-mounted cargo 
handling equipment as these relate to port performance 
freight rates and the national economy.
11- Investigation and giving consideration to the impor­
tance of reserve storage facilities for bulk trade as 
a significant aspect of port operations.
12- The regular holding and encouragement of seminars, 
conferences and workshops on port and maritime matters 
at the national level with the participation of all 
appropriate maritime interests and organization.
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13-Reconsideration of the present structure of the P.S.O. 
not only as port authority and maritime aidminstration, 
but so that it will be more involved in port opera­
tions and so that more time and emphasis are concen­
trated on these aspects while the maritime adminstra- 
tive functions should be placed eleswhere.
lA-Ensuring the port personnel with maritime educational 
backgrounds to successfully complete appropriate trai­
ning courses which will provide them> with knowledge 
and information neccessary for the improvement of 
efficiency 5it the ports,
15-The encouragement of qualified personnel to investi­
gate and publish information on port activities so as 
to obtain a wide residership among all port employees 
and personnel.
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